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Safe Sex Redux
As you picked up this month's Our
Paper, you probably noticed a white envelope discretely stamped "safe sex kit" which
fell at your feet. This packet represents a
long-planned collaboration between the
newspaper and an anonymous second party.
, It contains one safe sex pamphlet featuring
ambiguous headless human forms; one
· , pamphlet on lesbians and AIDS; one mini. serving of lubricant; one brightly colored
condom;·and a pamphlet explaining how to
. use this· weird little piece of latex.
~ . · . · We have all heard about "safe sex "-or
some prefer ".safer sex"-for years now.
· Many people ·have·adapted safe sex tech-·
niques .to the . extent that they seem as
natural as · ".unsafe sex" once did. Other
people have never.quite gotten the hang of
it, .and· younger folks may not know what
· it's..tll about. Our Paper to the rescue.
. :rhe purpose of safe- sex is to avoid
· getting AIDS~ primarily by keeping infected semen out of your ass or vagina (you
. know who yqu are). Anal intercourse (assfuc}dt;ig) ,i~ by far the .primary way that
·P,,.l.l;>S is. transmitted. Semen in the rectum
·can transfer the HIV v.irus.into one's blood·S:tream easier than any means .other than
~ shllfing IV needles. Proper use of a condom
,(or_.inter:cour_se, ' inclu_ding .withdrawing
before ejacul~tion; or. not practic:ing anal
sex at all, is the be.st way lo be safe.
And what about oral .s ex-you ask?
Ut;ibelievably, ther:e has not been a lot of
good r~search on HIV transmission through
oral sex. Researchers agree that it is· possible,to,transmit the virus orally .b:utdo not
I have, adequate ·,i,tudieSr t@ pi;ove -that this
roccurs_often. Hc;alth officjals, particularly
in ·C:anada, have begun to suggest that the
. risks of oral :;ex . are less .tl;lan originally
suspected, Still, why take a ch.µtce? Using
-~oqdoms. foi; ·oral sex is certainly within
- . .reason. AI)d if yoµ know that your partner

-l)ej!.r·Our.Paper,
In Our Paper's January issue there . ,<!ppeared three ·letters and one regional
report, all of which criticized James Melanson' s respon~e to Amy Price'.s response to
. his article No Apologies. Of all of these,
Alan Trautmann's. ietter disturbed me the
mos.t. Not because he disagrees with James'
. _opinions; that is not what I'm responding
_.to.What angered me was Mr. Trautmann' s
belief that Our Paper's policy to print any
"Letter to the Editor" was "mistaken" when
Our Paper printed James' letter.
While Mr. Trautmann's letter .is only
one, I was surprised and upset to hear from
several other Our Paper readers that Our
Paper should not have printed James' letter. Please, Mr. Trautmann and anyone else
who shares his views: If James' opinions
are so upsetting, why not respond particularly tb them instead of sitting-comfortably
from afar and attempting to dictate what
opinions Our Paper should and should not ·
print?
Peter S. Karasopoulos
P.S. - While I obviously disagree with
the attitude expressed in your letter, I am
not at all opposed to Our Paper's decision
to print it.
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. has tested positive for HIV, following safe
sex guidelines in their strictest form would
be wise.
,So, change your sex habits. Sounds
easy? Wrong. If you've ever tried to diet,
quit smoking, or reduce alcohol and drug
use, you know that changing one' behavior
is very difficult And most of us have had
· very little· suppprt in our efforts to learn
new ways. Maine AIDS organizations have
not sponsored programs like "Hot, Horny
and Healthy" which eroticize safe sex; or
held groups for the "worried well;" and the
literature distributed by the state and fed. eral governments tias been decidedly geared
to the "general public." We are having to
learn to: communi~ate about sex, re-learn
dating, find new erotic zones, and control
· our primal urges without much help from
anyone. The fact that most of us have ·
learned new ways approaches the miraculous and is something of which we should
all be proud. ·
We hope you'll take the time to exam-·
ine the safe sex information we have enclosed. Obviously some of it will seem
irrelevant-like -condoms for lesbians-but
pl.ease share what you don't need with a "
friend. A word on the little ru~ber thing-did · ·
you get green or red or yell.ow? :J'his brand
"x:1' rubber·may not be the be'st one· for you.
We suggest tnat rather than· using it for
intercourse you experimenr with -it.· Practice. putting. it on, using the lubricant and
following··the directions in' the "how~to"
pamphlet. Touch it, taste- jt, masturbate :
with it. Then go to your ·neighborhood
a drugstore ,find the condom displa¥; read .
the la~ls, 1P1d try 1mothertbr:and.dlave.fun,
and remember-: practice makes perfect.
Stay happy, stay he~Ithy. Happy Valen- ·
tine's Day. We love ·,you all·."' .. · ,·. · ·
Our.Paper

-FB

Dear Our Paper:
Who Started It? .
When gays make cruel remarks· about
.. certain biue-suit's former "profession,"
what do gays, and others, expect from.blue- '
suiters-kind kisse~?
Randi Caliendo, Jr.
Bangor
continued on page 3

000,PS ... . . .
, I~ JaqQary',s :our faper,·'1¥~.neg(ected
to credit Bert LeClair for his excellent
photos of World AIDS Day. Sorry, Bert.
We also I~ft Sadabh Neilan's name off
lhe article about Michael Callen. Sadabh .
wrote the introduction to that article and
edited Callen's speech for us.
Please note: We make these kinds of
errors because we are understaffed. January's layout was done by just four people-an
inadequate number. We need layout help!
Layout and paste-up for the March issue
will be Tuesday night, February 28 begin\ling at 6:00 pm. If you would like to help,
just come to 9 Deering St. (first floor, rear)
on that night. No experience necessary.
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Our Paper'; ~ ~ . f · :.
;
PO Box 10744 Portland, Maine _04104 , ~-~·-··-·.··.

PURPOSE
Our Paper is published .
monthly by the OUR PAPER
collective, PO Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104 . .The purpose
of.OUR PAPER is to serve as a
voice for lesbians a:r;i.d gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to be .a source of inform.a~
tion, ·support and affirmation,
and a vehi_cle for celebration, by
and. for members of the lesbian
and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as well.

E,l)ITORIAL ,POLICY

THE COLLECTIVE
. Business Manager:
Fred Berger
News Coordinators:
Eric Gordon and
Peter S. Karasopoulos
.Features Coordinator:
James Melanson
Arts and Entertainment Coordinator:
_Marjorie Love
Advertising Coordinator:
Eric Gordon
Graphics and· De~ign Coordinator:
Diane Matthews and
Christian De Bor .
Distribution and Subscription· Coordinators:
Dawn Patterson,
Diane Matthews,
Michael Stickney and
Christian De Bor

CONTRIBUTORS
We will consider. for publicaEric Gordon
tion any material that broadensPeter S. Karasopoulos
our understanding of our lifeSally Y. De Bor
Holly
Valer,o
.and
of
each
.oth~r.
Views
. styles
•
__.__, •• .
.
1
· Fred Berger
. aJnd opinions appearing in the
M.B.
paper are those ofth~ authors
Wayne
· only.
Paul
B. Seidman
We·re_q uest that all material
Anne Hutchinson
submitted be signed and include
Tom Hagerty
an address anq/or .phone num· Ci1ristine Torraca
. her.
...
We reserve the right to edit
ADVERTISING SALESPERS(;)N
unsigned material as necessary.
Charles Dwyer
VV:ithin the pages of the newspaper, articles can appear anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality will be observed.
Even though our editorials
SUBSCRIPTIONS
are initialed, they represent the
opinion of all collective mem-Subscriptions are $12.for one
bers..
·
· year (12 iss1.1es), $20 for two
We .welcome and encourage
years, and $25 for three years.·
all our readers to submit mate~
Make checks payable to Our
rial for publication and to share
Paper:
your comments, criticisms and
positive feelings with us, Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!

IFAil..NBArticles, Announcements, Calendar - February 14
Advertising, Camera Ready - February 24

Dear Reader!
"Read my lips!"
EverytimeGeorge Bush slapped us with
this bullying quip during this past campaign I wanted to pull one of my man
friends up close to me, smack a luscious
kiss together and retort, " Read My Lips,
George!"
Despite the bad press and the dismal
return on the money we pay our government, we. all know that our lesbian/gay
love, our sexuality, our relationships, our
ways of seeing and being in the world are
potent and powerful. We are also lea!Jling
that our love empowers us wlien we let the
world see it, alive, healthy, creative, even
·
demanding!
··
~Soon we'll be celebrating Valentine's
Day; a day of love and lovers. This year I'd
like to inundate the White House, Congress, the Supreme Court, ABC, CBS,
etc ... with Lesbian/Gay Valentine wishes.
So I invite you to play along and head to
yo11r favorite lesbian/gay cardshop, find
your favorite postcards of men or ~omen
kissing, color them with a few red hearts,
inscribe them with a "Read My Lips!" and
any other quips you fancy. Then send·tliem
off to George Bush, Justices Rehnquist or
O' Connor or to whe>mever you'd like to
read your lips. Let our collective lips daringly speak our love.
·.. ·,
Do Be My Valentine!
Michael Neisen
To The OUR PAPER Collective:
Despite repeated assurances from your
news staff to the contrary, OUR PAPER
must feel that Maine Public Broadcasting' s latest refusal to air a gay-lesbian radio
program is not newsworthy. Since August
1988, when you were sent copies of correspondence between MPBN and Northern
Lambda 'Nord's Gay-Lesbian P~oneline,
you've withheld from our community in
Maine the rationale, reasoning, and ex·cuses presented by MPBN's Les Myers for
not broadcasting a gay-lesbian newsmag-

azine, available free from the Public Satellite Radio Network. In more than one
conversation with News Coordinator Eric
Gordon over the past five months, I was
told repeatedly that this was an important
story and it would appear when the room
was available. The saga of MPBN' s continued homophobia is certainly of statewide concern. It's difficult to believe that
OUR PAPER has been unable to find
space in any one of the last six issues to
inform our community about the latest
episode in MPBN Radio' s lack of support
for gay-Je_sbi_an programming. A- serious
review of The C9llective's pri9rities is
certainly in order if you expect to remain a
credible "voice for lesbians and·gaymen in
Maine."
Dick Harrison
Note from Our Paper: We are a very
small staff with very few writers. When we
receive alarge amount of material we are
not always able to synthesize it into an
article. If you had written an article we ·
would have been able to run it:
Our Paper

I

Dear Our Paper:
I was disappointed by .th~ w9rding of'
several personaf ails" tn' Out"Par,tr re•
': '' ·
i '
·
cently. ' · · '
Some men, listing the attributes t~ey
were looking for in their partners, chose to
use the description '. 'straight appeari~g/
acting."
·
This description only has meaning if we
relate it to the stereotypical images of being
gay/straight that we've been trying to do
.away with.
.
.
It also implies .that there is something
wrong or undesirable .about being gay. ·
Labels are hard enough to stomach as it
is, We need to be more aware of our descriptions and not classify ourselves into
certain types.
With love, Rico

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting, specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofread·
ing services at reasonable
rates.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING
Voluntary-Anonymous - Low Cost
The AIDS Project offers trained couns~lors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible. infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). To schedule a counseling session call: :
774-6877 daily between 9-12; 1- 5 Monday & Wednesday eves between
· 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseiing & testing is ,b y appoint. m~_nt only.

Dear Our· Paper,
The blurb at the beginning of the article
"A Hero Comes to Town" in your January
issue stated: "I have gone way beyond
editorial guidelines (or length;" but let me
assure you, the speeches of Michael Callen
you duplicated were worth every line of
space they took up. He is a rare soul, one to
standup for survival when the word on
everyone's lips is death. One can only hope
he sets the example for those who are sick,
and those who will become sick. His is the
voice to count on in the thick of this
disease...or is ii?
Callen .makes a few comments which
are either patently absurd or on the vanguard of current thought concerning AIDS.
He has m~Lde similar comments in the Vil. /age Voice, and they still retain their punch.
" I have never believed," Callen states, " that
HIV, or any other 'new' virus, is the cause
of AIDS .. .I had had thousands of sexual
contacts and h,ad, ·as a consequence, devel.·
oped . doz:ens of , sexulllly transmhted
diseases... J[MJy-. beJief .[is] .that .AIDS is
really theresuJt of repeated·assaults on the
immune system ~y· common infections,
,fand] I·always ] ;ielieved..that .if I s topped
doing· wh.a t lthought-was making me.sick,
I~o.uld ·get better.."· .
·
. · lt,is not.the spectrum of Ga:llen 's sex.ual
, 11£tivitytw~licbshocbme,ratherhisbraz~ir theory · ab<J,ut the etiology; of AIDS. The
Village Voice article went a little further
even than this·; I'm paraphrasing, but·Callen has st.11.ted to .the , Voice that he has
searched OUJt "single-contact" patients, that
· is, "non-promiscuous" gay men who have
contracted the disease through a single
partner, but found .none. He states that
everybody · he has talked with who has
AIDS (except hemophiliacs, babies, etc.?)
has admitte:d-to a "lifestyle" which exposed
them to the: gamut of sexually transmitted
diseases (the baths, particularly). But wbat
kind of "research" is this? I wonder how a
person wit:h such excruciating intimacy
with the disease can·make commen_ts so
contrary to what everybody else is saying
about it, scientists in particular (especially
in light of the pummeling that Duesberg
fellow in Oakland took recently for positing similar theories).
The ramifications of Callen' s ideas need
to be explored. If we assume they are false,
then one wonders how he can continue to
embrace ideas which the scientific community has screamed are wrong, given
Callen 's familiarity with the disease and its
science. If he is right...the conclusions
hardly need to be spelled out:· HIV testing
is, then, a sham; current research is going
nowhere. Then there is the soul 'who might
use Callen ' s arguments -to-- rationalize:"!
haven ' t had any sexually transmitted diseases previously, therefore I do not have to
worry about having contracted AIDS." "I
should not be tested because HIV doesn 't
cause AIDS." "Since I haven ' t had any
sexually tnmsmitted diseases, I don't have
to worry about transmitting AIDS to someone during sex," and so on. Callen' s premises are potentially hazardous to the uninformed.
· I want to know how correct or incorrect
Michael Callen is. He is a person with
AIDS and has knowledge aboutthe disease

some of us can never appreciate; so it' s
hard just to·turn a deaf ear to what he has to
say. I want to ·know whether or not hi's
"research" is specious as it seems, and if
he is not just foisting·"blarne" for the disease onto a lifestyle. I want to know -why,
·given the fact that he has been speaking for'
some time, he hasn't been pounced on by
the gay and scientific communities · for
making remarks that others have .been
ground into the dirt for making (perhaps he
has, and I just haven' t read about-it) ..
Reading Michael Callen 's comments is
a very disorienting experience. I hope that
other readers of Our Pa~r. especially
people living with the disease and medical
professionals working on it; will respond
to this letter and attempt to clear up the
contradictions to currerit science ·that Callen has promulgated. Someone ·is being
willfully dishonest, or foorishly inept,
somewhere: It' s difficult to stomach· the
·prospect of absurdity after·eight years of
·trying to·make sense of a disease that ·has
been destroying out friends. ·
Michael Bengela

as

Dear Our Paper,
This is .in response to the··gentlemen
.- , -who wrote-the three•teUers and the rcgianal'
. teport criticizing rile 1for lny -letter 'to .Ms.
Amy-Price.
Apparently these four gentlenftm would
prefer that we-never approach heterosexuals vituperatively, as I did with Ms. Price,
de~pite the fact that_heterose?{u.al .bigots
deny lesbians and gay men our basic civil
liberties; subject us to ridicule and derision; and inflict violence upon us. When
individuals such as Ms. Price do offer us
their assistance, .they often do so on a
conditional basis and will 'only continue to
· do so tQ the point where 'they .feel threatened. If my article, "No Apologies," was
perceived as a threat by Ms. Price to the
extent that she felt she could no longer
work for gay civil rights, then she obviously wasn't very concerned and dedicated
to begin with.
·
I'd like to point out to these·gentlemen
that in the article, "No A1>9logies," I never
once advocated discrimination or violence
towards non-gays. To the contrary, I ·expressed my concern that women and children are so persecuted within this society,
particularly within traditionally structured
heterosexual relationships. In the article I
stated my belief that although we are led to
believe that heterosexuality is a romantic
ideal thfough which one may find redemption, it is, in truth, a socialized behav_ior and
an instrument of patriarchy through which
women and children are exploited, oppressed, and demeaned. Ms. Price, who
seemed to take this assertion as a personal
criticism, responded by saying that she was ·
so offPnded by my article that she questioned her having any further invo)';'. ement
in MLGPA; that in her opinion, heterosexuals had nothing to apologize for; and
that she couldn 't understand why Our Pa-per would choose to print such an article.
Ms. Price' s response, which the four gentlemen described as thoughtful and honest, .

continued on page 5
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Hope Is Being Raised Every Day
by Peter S. Karasopoulos
The AIDS project gave out its first
· annual AIDS Community Service A wards
on Saturday, January 14 at a ceremony in
Portland. Thirteen awards were given to
various individuals and organizations, from
health care professionals to legislators,
business people, volunteers and private
foundations.
Among the recipients was legislator
Charlene Rydell of Brunswick, whom
award-presenter Stephanie Martyak described as a "fighter of causes" and a
"tenacious watchdog." Rydell spoke in her
acceptance speech of how AIDS is "affecting every comer of the state." Rydell said
that she hopes to see at least three AIDS1
related bills (including one to develop
hospice programs in southern Maine)_approved.in the current legislative session. ·
Maine Lesbian Gay Political Alliance
president and award recipient Dale
McCormick emphasized MLGPA's need
for funding to "help create an environment
to combat Alr;>S" through its work in shap- .
ing public policy.
Doctors Micha~l Bach.and Owen Pick~s
were given awards in recognition of their
contributions as health care professionals.
Bach lauded The AIDS Project as a "major
force" in combating AIDS while Pickus
traced the history of AIPS in Maine and.
noted that while AIDS research and educ,ation have come a long way, '1••• we are at a
crossroads now. We are not at the beginning of the end, but rather the end of the
beginning. The darkest years are yet to
come."

Dr. Michael Bach
The United Way and the all-volunteer
Maine Health Foundation were both given
awards and praised for their fund-raising
and education efforts. Don Myer of MHF
pointed out that while the foundation has
raised and dispersed thousands of dollars
since its creation (including $30,000 given
directly to PWA's) there is still much more
money needed to, among other things,
establish I1ospices and provide education
and counseling. .
Portland business person and award
recipient Randall Scott also talked of the
importance of funding in the fight against
AIDS. Scott noted the prominence that
each donation, " ... from $5.00 to $5,000"
has contributed to the battle against AIDS.

4.·

Visual Aid founder Kim Burch was
given an award recognizing his "Outstanding Civic Contributions." While Visua/Aid
has raised thousands of qollars to benefit
The AIDS Project, Burch also talked about
the importance of raising hope. "Hope is

Legislator Charlene Rydell and TAP Board
of Directors President Stephanie Martyak
being raised every day ... hope that tomorrow's headlines will ·read 'AIDS cure
found ' ... hope that compassion and caring
need be the only things that are_contagious."
The media was also. recognized as
WCSH-TV health reporter-Diane Atwood
was presented an award for her many reports on medical advances in combating
the disease, and, as Martyak said in her
introduction of Atwood, for making AIDS
"more than just another story." Atwood,
who helped WCSH sponsor the AIDS Quilt
panels on World AIDS Day, thanked The
AIDS Project and paid homage to Cameron
Duncan, with whom Atwood had become
a close friend as a result of a report she did
on Duncan as a person living with AIDS.
Perhaps the most rousing reception of
the night went to David Ketchum, who
received an award in -recognition of· his
outstanding contributions as an AIDS volunteer. Ketchum helped start The AIDS
Project Newsletter and was described by
Martyak as the "best kind of volunteer." In
a moving acceptance speech, Ketchum
emphasized, that "one person indeed can
make a difference" and shared the award
with three friends who had lived with and
died froni AIDS. He called them "the real
heroes."
While the awards spanned a 6road range
of community services, a common theme
arose from many of the recipients' speeches:
that the AIDS Project itself deserves the
honors. The Bureau of Health's Director of
Disease· Control, Dr. Lani Graham, who
· was honored for her "Outstanding Contributions as a Member of State Government," said, "We really should be honoring
The AIDS Project...for finding clarity in .
the face of confusion and strength through
independence."

Compiled by Peter S. Karasopoulos

Dallas Judge Apologizes
District Court Judge Jack Hampton
recently apologized for his "poor choice of
words" when he told a reporterthat he gave
a convicted murderer a light sentence because the victims were "queers cruising the
streets."
Hampton said he "did not mean to
condemn the homosexual community" with
the statement but then went on to say, "I put
-prostitutes and gays at about the same
level.. I'd be hard put to give somebody life
for killing a prostitute."
Gays, along with women's and civil
rights groups, are leading ·a campaign to
unseat Hampton. At the request of the
Texas Civil Liberties Union, the Lesbian
and Gay Rights Lobby of Texas, and several other groups, the Texas Commission
on Judicial Conduct is investigating the
judge's comments. A preliminary report
which is expected soon, could recommend
that the judge be removed.

Chkago City Council Approves
Gay Rights Ordinance
After being defeated for 14 c~msecutive
year$, a gay rights ordinance was approved
by th~ Chicago City Council on December
21.
'
The vote took place in the midst of a
fiery mayoral campaign in which, accord:.
ing to activist Laurie Dittman, "Every: seri-

ous candidate for mayor lobbied for the bill
and has been courting our vote-they know
we can swing the election."
The bill adds sexual orientation to the
Chicago human rights ordinance which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of
race, religion and ethnicity. The bill provides for penalties of $100 to $500 a day for
violating the bill's anti-discrimination
provisions.

China Acknowledges Gays
Even with a population of more 'than I
billion people, the Chinese government
has long claimed that China has few or no
gay citi:z;ens. The government, however,
recently reversed itself and estimated that
the number of gays living in the city of
Shanghai is IO,Q90. Ac.corqing to United
Press International, a local Shanghai radio
station broadcast said that, "although
homosexuality has not become a social
problem in Shanghai, the number of homosexuals is quietly on the rise. "
·
The state-run Chinese press recentl.Y
has begun to hint at the existence of homosexuality, whigi is illegal in China, and a
Chinese Communist party newspaper recently said that AIDS was the vengeance of
God on sexually promiscuous Westerners
/lfud blamed the disease on .excessive sexual
freedom in the United States.
SOURCES: Gay Community News,
. Washington Blade, The Adyocate

Hours: Mon.-Sat.
10 ,am tilS pm
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The Straight &Narrow ·
was patronizingly homophobic and clearly
showed that her acceptance of gays was
qualified and conditional.
Having read the criticisms of all four
gentlem(:n, I wonder if any of them have
actually thoroughly read the "No Apologies" ;trticle and the subsequent letters to
and from Ms. Price. One of the gentlemen
referred to my "monthiy diatribes" in the
paper and I wonder what he was specifically referring to, since I only occasionally
write for the paper.
I also wonder why these gentlemen felt
compelled to co.m e to the defense of heterosexuality when it seems to me that it is 01,1r
civil rights as lesbians and gay men which
are being denied and our lives which are
being thireatened. Heterosexuals are certainly no1t discriminated against because of
· their sexual orientation, nor are they the
victims of violent attacks because of it. My
concern is for the Charlie Howards of this
world, because it is the Charlie Howards
who need that concern, notthe Amy Prices.
Several of the gentlemen noted my
anger. As lesbians and gay men we often
behaved ysfunctionally by suppressing our
anger while trying futi-lely to gain the acceptan_ce and approval of heterosexuals
who oppre~s u_s -~d treat :us. with cruelty. I
feryeritly wish that those of us who are gay .
would stop pandering: to ,non-gays, stop
begging for their acceptance and start
demanding from them what is rightfully
ours. It's time we accepted the fact that the
people who oppress us have no interest in
showeriHg us withJove and approval, and
that th\: only way were ever. going to
escape our oppression is if we pridefully
acknowl,edge our difference "and distinctiveness; take risks in our personal and
professional lives; and fight for our rights
with cou1rage l,lnd candor. Behaving with
civility towards people who benefit from
our oppression and caring for pe_o ple who _
tr.eat .us .as· subordinates will only ensure
our continued' status
second class citizens.
The four gentleme11:who wrote to criticize my letter suggested that we treat our
oppressor as we would wish to be treated,
that we s.how them only love and compassion. My suggestion is that we first learn
how to truly love ourselves as lesbians and
gay men . Perhaps then, once we ' ve rede. fined love- in a context all our own, free
from homophobia, sexism, and heterosex ism, we can be generous enough to " love
· oµr enemies as ourselves."
These gentlemen responded quickJy to
my lettc!r, a letter they perceived as
"heterophobic"-I wonder if they respond
as quickly to homophobic messages in
magazines, newspapers, television, and
films. As lesbians and gay men we are
assaulted daiJy by the media, with its scurrilous attacks 'upon us; and our lives and
weli-being are'c'e rtainly threate~ed by such
propaganda: I doubt very much that heterosexuals were likewise imperiled by my

How Sensual Am I?
by Holly Valero
There it was again. That same dream. I
glanced at the clock on the nightstand. It
read 4:15 a.m. A white shadow of a cat
slowly crept up to me in the dark, plopped
into my lap, and let out a sigh between the
blankets..
. Menday, Wednesday, and·now, Thursday night, the same story played over and
over in my mind as I slept. In the dream I
am running through the women 's section
of Filene 's wearing nothing but an old pair
of sweats. I am being chased by a SWAT
team of Avon ladies armed with everything
from eyebrow tweezers to leg make-up.
My mind confused py all the strangely
angled mirrors, I take a wrong tum and find
myself running up the down escalator. The
yelping bark of pitbulls gets louder and
louder. J run faster, but I can make no ·
headway. Exhausted, I collapse against the
metal stairs that slowly escort me back to
my doom. Se veral manicured hands grab
for my arms and legs. I hear laughter.
Menacing laughter. And then I wake up.
It's not easy to be a lesbian in today 's
world. '( ou plan an evening out .with a
special someone. You get dressed in your
Saturday night best. Even you· have to
admit that you are hot stuff. l::.ooking good.
Wait till they see you now! Bui-as you walk
into the restauraqt you notice
certain ...differences. The-other women have
given a totally different <)efinition to the
· term " hot stuff." Decked out in slinky, offthe-shoulder numbers, spike heels, and
make-up expertly applied, they and their
escorts look at you with curiosity mixed
with just 11 pinch ofaggression. The aggression I'm used to. It ' s the curiosity that
hurts..
You stand there, feeling beads of sweat
forming on your upper lipr You wonder: Is
my fly unzipped? My shirt sticking out?
Cat fur on my suit? A quic;_k trip to the la~les
room reveals that everything is in place.
You straighten your tie and return to the
dining room. So what's the problem? Why
do they seem to be casting glanees here and
there, or worse yet, giggling. You know
that if you were at the local women 's bar
you would_see a dozen mirror images of ,.
yourself. It' s a real confidence-basher and
it's all around us. Everyday.
Last· month I took the q0 z in Cosmopolitan magazine qlled " How Sensual Are
You?" It was on page 136,-iucked between
hundreds of ads featuring glamorous and
glitzy women , oozing sex appeal; and articles cover.ing every vital topic for today 's
women: Marrying Down [Would You Be
Up to It?]; What Fantasies Can Do For
You; How To Give Yourself A Professional Manicure; even a chat with Oliver
North! Looking over the quiz, my partner

and I did the usual editing of changing all
the male references to female. This time,
however, I found that was not enough. In
fact, I ended up with a score of average
ONLY after stretching the truth to the very
. breaking point. Half the questions Icouldn ' t
REALLY ans\\'.er at all.
For example:
I. The first thing I do in the morning
is:
A. Read the ~ewspaper.
B. Eat breakfast-cafe au lait and
a hot, buttery croissant with
sweet jam make me feel pam- ·
pered and sophisticated.
C. Take Jong shower- first very
hot, then icy cold to get my
blood racing.
D. Nothjng. I like to stretch out
be tw~en the sheets for awhile .
What? So where does feed the cats,
jump in th~ shower, feed the goldfish,
gobble a bowl of raisin bran and dash to .
work fit in? Or how about:
14. One of the most iinportantthings at
work, other: than th_e job itself is:
A. Male co-workers I can flirt
with just a little.
B. .A
pl"easant
µhysical
- setting-good chair, attractive
desk, decent light. .
C . A window . I want to see interesting things outside.
D. Good restaurants near the of~
fice.
Flirt with my co-workers? You must be
joking! A pretty desk? Nice restaui_:l,lnts? I
-never got past: E. A paycheck thaH can
actually live on. You ' ve already heard what
happens jn restaurants. Many questions didn 't seem to.apply one way or the other.
For example:[true or fal se] 4. My girl"
friends laugh at my compulsion to buy
luxurious lingerie. Well ...
I browse through the mag;u:ine positively spellbound. I tum to my partner and
say, "Gosh, I wonder what it' s. like to be a
woman ...you known, a real woman."
Reading magazines, watching television, I
feel a creeping sense of sexual limbo;. I
certainly don 't qualify as a man. But if the
female images all around me are the standard, then I don ' t feel that I even come in a"'
close second. Where are the gorgeous lesbians on TV, in magazines, or movies?
I know, I know, it takes time. But women
have these things called "primes," you
know. And if the country doesn ' t make
soine changes-real soon, I could hit mine
and be on the downhill side without ever
having had the chance to enjoy it. Maybe
I'm overreacting. I don ' t !cnow: I just have-_
n ' t been the same since my photo of K.D'. ,
Lang went through the wash.
•
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No Apologies
_James Mel~~o~ .
Jn·cultures other than our.own" .gayness was often celebrated as something
blessed and beautiful. The ancient Greeks
practiced itas a form of prayer, and Native
Americans viewed it !IS a precious gift of
the gods. How sad it is thef!, that in our
own society, lesbians and gays are made
to feel guilty because of our distinctiveness. I've often overheai:d gay people, ·
apologize for our love. "If I'd beeri.giv~it. ·
a choice, I would not have _chosen to be
gay," they've said. However, what more
beautiful a choice couRI there possibly
be?
We are all indoctrinated from a very
Continued on page 11

Deborah Cole MsEd
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letter to Ms. Price in the paper.
One of these gentlemen pointed out ·to
me that it is the height of political incorrectness to suggest that gayness can be
something other than merely a genetically
produced, physiological reaction. Still, I
believe that ga yness can be something
spiritual, cultural, and sensual, and a positive, self-affirming choice. Lesbianism/
Gayness is an acknowledgement of our
true androgyny, an androgyny that is repressed through the socialization which ,
directs us into assigned gender roles and
behaviors. I can 't possibly o.r adequately
express this point· of view in a letter-I
suggest these gentlemen refer to a book
called "Gay Spirit/Myth and Meaning."'
It's impo.nanf as lesbians and gay men
that we stop serving as apologists and start
fighting for our Jives and for our loves. No
one is going to hand us our rights simrty
because we smile blithely'at ouroppressors
while behaving politely. W~ must accept
the responsibility for our. own · lives arid
freedom and begin to act towards that end
with. strength, courage, and perseverance
rather than waiting for heterosexuals to be .
"nice" to us because they "like" us. (Plantation owners in the Old South may have .
"liked'. ' the slaves who wor(s.ed in 'their
households, but they thought nothing ' of
buying and selling thein as property.) What
we need as lesbians ~nd gay men is not the.
qualified acceptance of a handful of nongays~what we need is our constitutionally
guaranteed civil rights.
James Melansoq
.,.
PS. r .ve asked that' the . Our Paper .
Collective reprint my "No Apologies" .article so people can see the article. which so .
inflame.cl Amy Price.
·
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Colby Comments
by Ellen R. Langford
With an overwhelming sense of accomplishment and hope for the universe, I
thanked my friends in the band and left the
Colby College student center on Saturday,
January 14 at about i a.m.. Mark and I had
thrown the.first "Bridge" dance at Colby,
and it was a success. -.
The Colby College Bisexual Lesbian
Gay Community has only been in existence for three years. I t!)Ok last year off so
I was not around to see the community in its
first full year of growth. I returned to the
Colby campus this Fall to find myself coordinator with the most wonderful man in
the world. Despite Mark's bravery in writing articles for the school paper and my
attempts to become Jess and__Jess closeted,
when we were asked this October if we
were going to have a dance, the thought
terrified both of us.
A Dance?! Ack! No one will come!
We'll get hurt! ·
.
There were my oh-so-rational thoughts.
There's never been.a gay/straight dance at
Colby, so obviously there never will be
one, right? We realized our fears, though
understandable, were · not really good
enough.
We set the date for January and started
talking it up wit_ll friends. On my p:rrt, at_
least, this was my way of dealing with my
fears. I acted cool, as if I hed no fears and
didn't know why we hadn't had a dance
before. But I remembered the "Fuck you,
you homo" and other messages scribbled
on my door earlier in the year, and I was
scared to death.
Somehow, I made it through the Fall
semester. Mark and I sent a dance announcement to OUR PAPER and left
Maine to spend the winter holidays with
our families. Before I knew it.it was January llJ!d the dance was imminent. Colby
was really going to have a gay dance. I was
not believing it.
The name of the dance, "The Bridge,"
was the name given to a gay/straight group
started in the seventies by a visiting professor at Colby. When the professor left, the
group dissolved. This seems typical of
lesbian ;tnd gay attempts for unity at Colby.
Maybe everywhere The internalized
homophobia saying, "Well, it was nice to
have a group while the professor was here
but we're not really deserving enough or
capable enough to keep our own group going." The homophobia of the administration took the form of Jack of acknowledgement. "Oh good, the gays aren't
asking for any more recognition; we can
ignore them now."
In the early eighties, there was another
attempt to start some kind of lesbian/gay
group here, but apparently members of the
then-recognized fraternities positioned
themselves outside of the meeting place
and took down the names of whoever had
guts enough to show. The group did not
last. It wa:; stopped by fear of the scariest
form of homophobia: harassment and violence.
Four years ago I came to Colby and
there was no group. That was fine with me;
I was as closeted as the best of them and
quite content with my denial. However,
and thank heaveri, a sophomore gay man

&·

saw "The Times of Harvey Milk" and
decided something needed t~ happen at
Colby. The next year Tom Hagerty set up
an informational phone service and began
plans for what is now the CCBLGC. The
Colby College Bisexual Lesbian Gay
Community.
We threaten some people; we anger
others; we amuse and interest others. Bu't
~e exist. Existence in itself is a significant
step.
This month we took another step. We
celebrated.
As Mark and I' were setting up for the
dance, our nerves were tense. The room
had been trashed in a drunken hereto party
the ·night before and smelled of such. This
angered.me, There were no bowls for our
chips. This Worried Mark. We even fought
over whether we should open the side doors
to the bathrooms or have everyone enter
and leave through the main entrance. I was
scared of unwelcome violence. Mark
thought we had to rake our chances; you ·
cannot live your life runni~g away from
·
threats.
· Eight o'clock rolled around and no one
came. Irrational thoughts of absolutely no
one coming swarmed through my head. I
wanted to J~ave. Go to sleep or go down to
Papa Joe'_s and Jet someone else be in
charge.
Before I knew it; however, there we're
twenty people in that community room. Of
course they wanted to dance to Patsy Cline·
and the like and all I had were such politicallv incorrect tunes as Meatloaf's "Paradis; by the Dashboard Lights,,,but they
were there. Soon the band started up and
more and more people arrived.
In all, nearly one hundred people passed
.through those.doors. To dance, to hang out,
to watch with curiosity as women danced
with women and men with men, as well as
everyone with everyone. Dancing. Celebrating. Existing.
As I'm writing this, a friend has just
come into my donn room and is telling me
the Bridge was the best party she's been to
in a Jong time. It was she and another friend
who asked us back · in October why we
didn't put on a dance. We did. We were a
success. Let's keep celebrating!

by Mark Lapointe
.
As co-coordinator for the Colby College }Jisexual Lesbian Gay Community, I
have definite goals, duties, and problems
that I must face each day. I have chosen this
position, not because I am a "natural" leader,
or because I was elected unanimously by
the queers in the tri-state area, but because
I felt a definite need to do such work, and
beca,,use, frankly, no one else wanted the
job. I'm learning how to become a leader,
and honestly, I th.ink I'm doing a damn
good job of it, but I was definitely not born
a leader.
Last year as a freshman I was surprised
one day by a strange large man knocking
on my door. I must admit that I was scared ·
shiitle_ss by this man even after I found out
he was the present BQOC (Big ·Queer on
Campus). But as the year progressed, Tom
became a means of support, and a means of
happiness. Now Toin is one of my dearest
foends, my brother, and i(! many ways, my
rolle model. Toni taught me to have courag,e, self-respect, and endless pride; most
importantly he has taught me howto be my
own role' model. When he suggested that I
be,coi:ne coordinator for the -CCBLGC, I
was frightened, but I was definitely ready
to try.
After going ·to conferences, writing
letters, showing films, having speakers,
and organizing the first annual BGLADs
week at Colby, I most certainly have become a leader here. (In the future I hope to
be a leader in the world.) This year, I was
joined by one of the most.energetic, warm,
and hopeful women I have ever known.
Elleri entered my life like a comet, and the
fir.e of our friendship will endure forever.
(Optimism and sappiness are two of my
favorite characteristics.) We have our differences as leaders, and as gay people, but
the most important thing is that we get
things.done.
·
This year Ellen and ( organized and
held the first-ever. gay/straight dance at
Colby college. I'm sure many of you are
familiar with the hardships that go into
su,ch an event, and the arguments, anxieties, and pressures that come with those .
hardships. Ellen and I were certainly not
exempt.

Although we are not narrow people, I
tend to see things very politically, and
Ellen tends to look to her community and
want happiness. Neither is b;id, but some- .
times these views.dash: I am a "radical" (at
least by conservative Colby standards) and
need to have a political significance to·
everything I do, She 1s more socially conscious and desires for lesbians and gays to
feel happy where they're at, and to have
fun. I admire that in her, but I guess over the
dance we came head to head.
Our dance, "The Bridge," turned out to
be a huge success·, and I feel that it moved
all people a step in the righfdirection. Ellen
would probably describe the dance also as
successful, but that it was so because everyone had fun and danced madly about the
floor. (After all, she was a debutante.)
Either way, I've come to realize that the
only truly important thing; is that the dance
was, inde.ed, successful.
I've had trouble dealing with non-political people in the past. I've had_trouble
dealing with .people who were afraid, or
who couldn't fight for their rights. I've had
trouble with people who weren't incredi~ ·
bly proud of being lesbian, gay, bisexual,
or whatever. I Ji_ope, however, that all that
trouble is in the past. We are all in this
struggle together, and because some of us
have the power to fight, we must so that our
brothers can at least gain the
sisters
power to dance. Being a Je~der means
fighting for arn:~ giving a voice to all lesbians, gay. men, and bisexual women and
men. It doesn't matter to me anymore how
rrianypeople can speak out, or how many
can dance, it just matters to me .that all
people are who they are and are doing what
they can for themselves. For some of us
being means fighting for all oppressed ,
. people, forothers just being is hard enough.
I want to thank Tom and Ellen. Qne for
showing me how to fight, the other for
showing me how to dance. Both for showing me ·simply how to be. I Jove them both
and can only express that, without them life
would be empty indeed. We are all special;
and we can all be strong. Keep dancing
even when the music stops.

and

Judith ·Lippa, MSW
Lie. Clinical Social Worker
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Waving the P·-Flag

NLN Seizes Chance to Educate

We Take to the Airwaves
by SAii Y. De Bor
Midcoast Maine Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays has several goals ... to
give. emotional -suppon and knowledge to
parents, relatives and friends of a gay
person ... and to .educate the public by correcting myths an<;i stereotypes. We take
advantage of the media. Well, mid-December, one of our co-founders, F.E.
Pentlarge, cal led and said she had arranged
for our . appearance on Maine Public
Radio-Maine Concerns. Would I join her?
" When?" I- asked. "Oh, sometime in the
future," she replied. l had never appeared
on radio but replied, "Of course," imagining it tQ be months in the future. Just-after
Christmas, she called and said Jan. 3, 1989
at 11:30 from the studio in Bangor. My
anxiety staned to climb ... higherand higher.
It was to be·a telephone call-in show. I had
the introductiori, goals and meeting information. Then what?
We arrived and Virgil Bisset, the mod-.
erator, made .us· warm and welcome. We
were on the air. The first caller asked why
'we were 'talking about pervens? Virgil
replied that _this was ii program for
information-riot moral judgments. I
stumbled on a word or t\Vo; my voice
shook, but.gradually comfort set in. I made
two mistakes. Dr. George Weinberg is the
author of Society and the Healthy Hpmose~ual which discuss.e~,, re;tsQns for
homophobia ... and that it is a classified
mental illness.
My other major mistake was the answer
to " Is P-FLAG growing?" The correct
answer is YES. More and more chapters
are forming in the U.S. and Canada. Actually, we have grown to a sizeable constituency. The original Kinsey Report states
I 0% o{ this and every society now and in
the past is gay/lesbian. More and more gay
persons are "coming out," realizing- they
do not have a choice of sexual orientation.
In a University of Georgia survey of parents of gay children in Spring of 1987, 97 %
accept their child 's sex ual orientation ·as
innate, inborn-and are acce pting. Then

there are accepting siblings, other relatives
and friends .
F.E. had gone to the march in D.C. in
October 1988 and was the only MAINE
PARENT. She marched with her son, Joel.
Stie spoke of the overwhelming reception
she was given and of her joy in panicipating.
The last caller on the air, a gay man,
descnbed how when he "came out" to ~is
parents, his mother had called him a rattlesnake and his father had called him bad
names.
Thanks to all callers and the moderators. The program was over and to paraphrase Eliza Doolittle .. .l could have talked
·
all night!
My husband had made a tape of the
broatlcast and after dinner we -listened. We
ALL decided I had talked too much . I am
inclined to talk too much. My apologies to
F.E .... and the next time I will give her a roll
of adhesive ta,pe to use when needed to
keep my, mouth dosed. F.E. has many.
interesting experiences and knowledge.
We took some c'alls after.the show. I had
mentioned each chapter has a national directory . A young worriah phoned that she
had "come out" to her mother. in another
state and her mother was huning. She sef)l
me her address and I compiled a packer of
materials for: her and her mother. 'Then: 1s
a P-FLAG chapte; clos,e to her. I felt good
doing this.
Responses from home ran from, "It was
very informative," " You both sounded
great,"to " You have a good speaking voice
for radio" (nothing on content!).
Ourmeeting infonnation is i'n Our Paper calendar. And we respond to individual emergencies. We have a message, facts ,
have felt the emotions. Wherever we are
wanted, we can speak.
We believe that in a family (of origin or
choice) ALL members love, affirm, and
accept...if not approve. We love our gay
children and do not want pity-j ust fairness.
"Quick, F.E. - Get the tape! "

by Eric Gordon
Caribou, Maine's Nonhem Lambda
Nord (NLN) has placed small informational ads in the University of Maine at
Presque Isle's campus newspaper for the
la~t thre:e years.
.This year, however,according to NLN' s
newsletter, Communique, the newspaper's ·
advisor mailed a tactfully worded request.
Would NLN switch the words "gay men"
and " lesbians" to "alternative lifestyles"?
In reply NLN explained that by using a
term other t~an gay or lesbian they would

be acknowledging that perhaps there is
something wrong with those words. NLN
, also saw the situation as an opponunity to
educate the newspaper advisor and the
paper's readers. They sent in a newly
worded series of ads, education·a1 in nature.
Eiich ad states a question and then provides
a shon answer. The questlons answered in
each ad are: 'Is homosexuality· unnatural?"; " Are gay people easy to identify?";
" Who are homosexuals?";" Are gay people
healthy?"; "Is homos~xuality moral?".
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w~ ME~·To SOCIALIZE, TO
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Original Nonhem Lambda Nord ad that made the university newspaper uneasy ·

Below is the redesigned ad which was submitted:

LESBIAN-GAY-BISEXUAL PEOPLE

A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION SERVING THE COMMUNITY IN AROOSTOOK
COUNTY AND WESTERN NEW BRUNSWICK SINCE 1980.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES. LENDING LIBRARY . EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS . NEWSLETTE; ·.
SPEAKERS BUREAU . MUTUAL SUPPORT .
PO BOX 990 . CAR.I BOU . MAINE . 04736

GAY -LESBIAN PHONE LINE . 207/498-2088

WHAT ARE YOU DOING MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND?
And some subsequent a.ds:

WHO ARE HOMOSEXUALS! Gay men and gay we 'Tien tor lesb,,v1sJ are 1nd1v,cuals w,th natural feelmgs ol
love. emooonaJ au;,chmenr. arid/ or 58Aual alfracr,on : J \ Vatds ()e0plt1 o t me,, own ge11de1 thomo :iameJ We
compr,StJ one· temh of ·,he world's population. and nu....,ber aboul 10.(X)(} ,n Aroostook Co1Jnry Gay people a,e
among .,our fr,ends, ne,ghbots, ca -workers. some of 1,, S ,1re your brc-rhe,s and s,srers, your ch,ldren. your
patents . Our sexuality ,s a normal, natural p~ of the •u11 range al humanity
This ;, Oii• of• Mtia ol llduc•tion•I ,.,,.sugeJ t,om Nonhem L•mbcu No,d.

To receive a Pre-Regis.tration Form,
s_end us your naine and address.

PO BOX 990. CARl'BOU . MAINE . 0.736

GAY-LESBIAN PHONELINE . 207/498-2088

SYMPOSIUM XVI

POB 990 • Caribou . Maine . 04736 • USA. 207. 498-2088
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LOVESAFELYLOVESAFELY
Taking "The Test"
by Fred Berger
Since the AIDS crisis began one of the
big questions facing us has been THE
TEST-and should I take it? We are speaking here of the HIV antibody test which
detects ·antibodies in the blood to the HIV
virus wliich in effect tells one whether he or
she has the vinis. When the test first ap. peared several years ago, gay activists and
the gay pre&s were nearly unanimous in
their opposition to testing. Test inaccuracy
and lack of confidentiality, and the fact that
there was no treatment for a person testing
positive were cited as reasons not to be
test~d. These concerns plus a basic fear of
the'resu~l:> kept most of us away from the
test.
.
.
Today, I believe, the original re~sons
for avoiding the test are no longer valid.
First of all, the· test has proven to be accurate. No medical test is perfect, but false
' · results on the HIV tests are extremely rare.
· In my ·more than two year's experience
working with an Alternate Test Site (or
ATS-more about them later) I have never
seen a false positive result. A positive blood
sample is tested three times with two different tests before it is reported as positive.
False ~egative r~suJts may be more com_rno~, but ?igain I'. m n~t person;lll y aware of .
. such c,ases.

I

day. Bye.") And doctors, as privileged white
males, have a hard time understanding our .
concerns about confidentiality. To them
the test is just another medical procedure. It
is hard for them to fathom how one could
fear being discriminated against because
of a test result or because the test implies
something about one's sexual orientation.
Another argument originally given for
avoiding the test was that because there
was no treatment for the HIV virus, there
was no advantage to knowing that you had
it. This argument no longer·holds because
there are now drugs, including AZT and
pc:mtamadine, which can be prescribed for
Jpc::ople with the virus whether or not they
have symptoms of the opportunistic infections associated with AIDS. Knowing early
on that one has been infected c;an help a
pc::rson to stay healthy by allowing them to
seek the appropriate medical and psychological help. The counselor who gives test
r~sults can direct. one to sources of help.
The AIDS Project ha; a weekly sup_port
group solely for peop. e who have tested
positive but are not ill,.and other organization's can -offer help to these people. (see
sidebar)
· And what if you test negative, as most
· gay men in Mai·rre will?):l:t'me !ell yoJ

Growing up gay in America we tend to
develop a healthy distrust of authority. The
fear of having one's name on somebody's
list comes naturally. However, if one is
tested in Maine through one of the alternate
test sites, anonymity is safely guaranteed.
These sites are clinics throughout the state
(see list in sidebar) where certain hours are
set aside for HIV antibody testing, At most
sites the test data is labelled by number
only. A name is never used. At others one
is asked for a first name with no requirement that it be a real name. The clinics are
staffed by health professio.nals or trained
peer counselors. A thorough counseling
session before the test allows the testee to
ask questions about the test and to receive
information about AIDS transmission.
Testees receive their results at a second
post-test counseling session-never over the
phone-about ten days .later.
I · highly recommend being tested
through an ATS rather than at-a clinic or
physician's office. Although state law
requires pre and posHest counseling to
occur wherever the test is given, the counseling is often very limited in other settings
due to time constraints. It is still not unheard of for a test result to be given by
phone. ("You t~stecfpositive: ~av( a-good

from my own experience that you will
experience a sense of relief like you have
never known. I worried for literally years
and experienced every kind.of what-wouldI-do-if-1-have-it fantasy you could think
of, before I dragged myself to be tested.
With a negative result I was released from
a tremendous amount of anxiety-and freed
to worry about other things.
I do not mean to suggest that the decision to take the HIV antibodv test is an easy
one. It is very frightening to contemplate
the possibility of a positive test result. It
takes a lot of courage to force oneself to be
tested. In my op"inion, however, tak.ing the
test is an important step toward mental and
physical well-being. Not only will you
come out of the testing experience with a
knowledge of your current antibody status,
but you will have gaineq useful knowledge
that will allow you to be risk-free in the
future. So, bite t.hat bullet, gird those loins,
and dial that-phone today.
Please note: I have obviously expressed
my own opinions about testing based on
my personal experience as a testee and a
counselor in a test _site. If you have other
opinions or would like to share your own
experience with HIV testing, Our Paper
would be glad to print· yoor article in a
future issue .

...----- SupportGrouJ1s----------------:----------'---,
'
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Alternate Test Sites in Maine
AIWQintments must be scheduled in
· advance by phone.
Most sites charge $15 but fee can be
waived.
YORK COUNTY STD CLINIC
Biddeford
283-1090
THE AIDS PROJECT
Portland
'_ 774-6877, 1-800-851-AIDS
PORTLAND CITY HALL STD CLINIC
874-8300,874-8452
THE CLINIC
Lewiston
795-4357
BANGOR STD CLINIC
947-0700
OOWNEAST FAMILY PLANNING
Ellsworth
667-5304
MIDCOAST FAMILY PLANNING
Rockland
594-2551
PRESQUE ISLE FAMILY PLANNING
- ~ 764-3721

,_

. ' Augusta ,
Wednesday evening group. Alternates
each week between a group for PW As only
and a group which includes PW As, families, etc. Call 626-3435 for information,
Bangor
Thursday evening group for PW As and
others. Contact Geoff Violette or John
Silvernail at 469-7343 or write EMAN,
P.O. Box 2038, Bangor, 04401.
Belfast
Group for PW As and ,others personally
affected by AIDS. Call Family Planning at
338-3736, Nan Stone at 338-3896 or Mitzi
·Lichtman at 342-4112.

.

Brunswick
Second and fourth Tuesday of the
month. A group for PWAs, family, etc.
sponsored by Merrymeeting AIDS Sup' ' ... _
. ,·.,- ·port·Services. Call 725-4955 or 833-5016.
C-,
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Ellsworth
Downeast AIDS Network has a support
group for PW As and HIV positives, family, etc. Call Tracy or Lynnsey at 3268546.
Lewiston
Thursday afternoon group. for PW As,
family, etc. Call Evelyn Piper-Keene at
783-9095.

,·

Portland
Tuesday morning group at The AIDS
Project for PW As, family, etc. Call
774-6877.
- Tuesday evening group for family
members, lovers, friends·only. Call
Brooke Alexander at 772-1678.
Tuesday evenin_g group at The AIDS
Project for PWAs only. Call 7746877.
Wednesday evening AAA group at
The AIDS Project for PW As,
PW Arcs, and HIV positives in recovery from substance abuse. Call
774-6877.
Thursday evening group at )lie
AIDS Project only for people who
have tested positive. Call 714-6877.
- Friday evening group at T~e AIDS
Pmject for PW As. Call 774-6877.
Portsmouth, NH
Every Monday evening AIDS Response
of the Seacoast has a group for PW As,
PW Arcs, and HIV positives. Emphasis is
on holistic healing. Call Suzanne Bowman
at 439-2136 or Peter Welch at 436-5115.
Open to Maine and NH residents.
Waterville
First and third Monday evenings. Group
for PW As, PW Arcs, and HIV positives.
Call 873-3904.'.
.
*PW A stands for Person With AIDS
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Healthy Curiosity... About Dental
Dams

There are a few helpful hints for placed.
using dental darns. They can be used · Some women complain that the
more than once, if they are washed, dams are slippery and are hard to keep
dried, and powdered with c~rnstarch, in place, and that one's hands are
by R.J. Bass
and stored away from heat, cold, and oc.cupied by holding the darn and are
moisture. Before use, the cornstarch not fre~ to touch or stimulate. One
Q: When I read safer sex guidelines for
demonstrate the protective effectiveshould be rinsed off, and the dam suggestion is to ask the partner being
lesbians, they always ment.ion "dental
ness oflatex exarn_gloves. There is no
should be 1checked for holes. This is eaten to hold the darn in place, allowdams." Exactly what is a dental dam?
significant difference between the
done by holding it up to the light to see ing the munching partner to use her
I've never heard of such a thing, and I
if any pinholes of light shine through. hands. Other suggestions are fetish or
materials used for gloves and dental
can't begin to picture what it is or how
If a darn has a hole, it should be re- fashion orientated. Some leather and
darns - latex rubber is latex rubber.
it could be used. Please explain!
So the issue of a dental dam's ability to
same probably applies to dental darns: sex shops sell garter - like de~ces
provide ~ protective barrier is, quite
Dental d·arns can also be ordered which one can clip a dental dam in.to,
A: Ifyou're mystified by dental darns,
from the Institute for the Advance holding it in place in a woman's crotch.
literally, academic. Even-as you read
you are not alone. Dental darns are, as
these ~words, some researcher someStudy of Sexuality (cost: two for 75 · Another suggestion is to purchase a
the name implies, a devise commonly
where has probably just been awarded
cents), c/o Exodus Trust, 1523 Fran- cheap pair of crotchless panties (a la
used by dentists and oral surgeons.
klin Street, San Francisco, CA 94109, Frederick's of Hollywood) or cut ·the
a research grant to conduct a laboraThey are square pieces oflatex rubber · tory study to evaluate the barrier ef(415) 928-1133. ·
crotch out of a pair of un derpants; and
that are used to·isolate.one to.0th while
fectiveness of dental darns, so we will
What happens, though, if your last sew a dam into the absent crotch. (At
protecting patient's mouth from deeventually settle this issue.
dentaldarnhasjustsplituptherniddle the National Lesbian and Gay Health
bris during some types of dental work.
Secondly, there is the long-standand you are ready to go down on your Conference in Boston. in July, 1988,
Dental darns, or rubber darns as denlover? Well, you _can run into the AIDS educator Denise Ribble displayed
ing debate over whether or not lesbitists call them, ·are . usually 4 by 4
ans need to be concerned about oralkitchen and reach for that roll of plas- a latex rubber bikini bottom made in
inches, 5 liy 5 inches, or 6 by 6 inches,
tic food wrap, or,takethatcondornyou Italy for beachwear. Some smart engenital sex ("cunnilingus," "going
and they come in a variety of thickw-eregivepattheAIDSconferenceyou treprenurial dyke may-start, importdown", '.'.e ating pussy," etc.) and oralnesses like the rubber exam. gloves
anal sex ("rimming") as practices which
went to last month ·a nd cut it open up ing them for the ~uro.trash·slant of
that doctors and lab technicians use.
risk the transmission ofirµections. Trathe side, and use it flat as a mini-dam. safer sex chic!)
.,
'They .are available in different colors
If the idea of using a dental dam
ditionally,_women who have only had
Six inches by six inches__;a square
(green is cornl!lon), and sometimes they
sex with other women have been at
grosses you out, but yo_u want to have yard-is really not too J:>ig. It would be
are flavored as mint or vanilla to mask
very low risk for sexually transmitted
oral sex more safely, there are soine difficult lo cover a woman's vulva,
the rubbery taste which might make a
diseases. But "low risk" doesn't transsuggestions for making dams more . perineum, and anus all at the same
aental patient gag. .When a dentist
late into "no risk," and many a lesbian
fun, sexy, and pleasurable. · You can time. If one needs a larger area of
,. -~ ~se.& .a dam~slh.ercUits ~ SJllaUwhole iq .. ' is, shoc;ked a.n d disbelieving when she . get .them in various colors or flavors coverage, polyethylene food wrap (like
· · it and places it over the patient's teeth.
and use different dams on different "Saran Wrap" or"Handi Wrap") can be
catches oral or genital herpes . from
The tooth the dentist is working on is
occasions. Some women are turned on substituted. Instead of selling pre-cut
oral sex with a · female lover.
isolated arid worked on through the
Cunnilingus can transmit herpes and
by the texture oflatex rubber and the squares, some dental supply compa· small opening_while the rest of the
dam can be used as a stirnulatingfet- nies sell the latex barriers as a rolled
Hepatitis B (which is highly con.tapatient's mouth is covered and progious), ahd possibly HIV-the Aids
ish. Using a darn .can help women I sheet, which allows the user to cut the
tected.
virus-which is sometimes present in - focus their attention· on the genitals, darn at the desired l~ngth.
At this point, you are probably still
You've probably noticed that dental
vaginal secretions or menstrual blood.
especially the sel).sitive clitoris. When
wondering what this all this to do with
the clit is sucked through a dam, it can darns aren't out on Maine's drug store
(Hepatitis. B-·and HIV can enter the
with sex. The use of dental darns· as
beextremelyarousingforsomewornen. store shelves along with contracepbloodstream through tiny cuts, abtasafer sex toys is very recent history,
Using a _d am as a barrier for rimming tives or "feminine hygiene" products.
sions, or sores in the mouth, or on the
and is actual1y "shrouded" in minor
gums or lips.) Rimming is known to be
can -increase the pleasure for people So where, exactly, can you buy dental
controversy. Darns have been recom·risky for Hepatitis A an~ a variety of , whq enjoy oral-anal stimulation but dams? Well, if you feel bold enough,
mended by many AIDS and STD (sexugastro-intestinal infections. (See Our
niayfeel squeamish aboutit. (It should askyourdentistforafew. (Ifyouhave .
ally transmitted diseases) educators
Paper, October,1988,foradiscussion
be noted that straights and gay men a crush on your dentist or dental hyas a tool for preventing the spread of
of gastro-intestinal infections.) The
can also use dams for protection dur- gienist, this may be the opportunity
you have been waiting for!) Many
viruses, bacteria, and other infectious
issue of risky behavior hinges not on · ing cunnilingus and rimming.)
agents during oral sex. The debate
It is fair to say that using a dental medical and dental supply companies
one's self-defined identity as a lesbian,
centers primarily around two issues:
but on one's actual practices and one's
darn may not be enjoyable for every- carry dental darns, which you may
whether darns are actually effective
partner's practices. Lesbians should
body, so it's important to be open- have to purchase in bulk from a warefor AIDS/STD prevention, and whether
learn to assess themselves for their
mindedaboutvariouswaystofeelgood house. The problem with "stocking
· of not lesbians really need to use. barlevel of risk for STD's, and then they
when having sex. . We all have to find up" on latex darns is that darns, like
riers during oral sex. Some dismssion
ways of love-making that feel safe, condoms, need to be stored away.from
should decide what safer sex guideof these two issues may explain why
comfortable, and pleasurable for our- moisture, light, heat, and cold and
lines they need to follow to lower their
risk. (Risk assessment and safer sex
there is still controversy and mystery
selves arid our partner(s). If oral sex even then, latex tends to naturally
associated with dental darns.
guidelines will be covered in a future
is too risky for you and you hate dental deteriorate as it ages. Six to twelve
On the issues of their effectiveness,
darns, then experiment with otB.er months is the recommended maximum
column, but you can also call the AIDSshelf-life for latex condoms, and the
it should ·be noted that scientically
Line, 1-800-851-AIDS, or a nearby STD
types oflove-rnaking.
controlled laboratory studies have not
·· ·. Fina:lly, dental dams are not a sub- and Safe Sex," by Emily Kahn in the
planning clinic for advice.)
·
. been conducted to prove or disprove
Returningtothe original question...:... .stitute for good hygiene, nor are they Fall, 1987 issue of On Our Backs, or
the ability of darns to prevent the
the dental dam is used by placing it · absolute guaranteesofprotectionfrorn call the AIDS-Line atl-800-851-AIDS.
spread of viruses .(AIDS, Hepatitis A "' over the vulva (the opening of the
STD's. We still have to follow healthy
and B, herpes, etc.) and other diseaseguidelines, including open communi- If you have a healthy curiosity about
vagina, the vaginal lips, and the
causin$ organisms. The lack of recation with sex partners about health gay and lesbian health, send your
clitorus), the perineu.m..(the area of
search data causes some health.educaskin between the vulva and the anus),
and safer sex. Using a dental dam is question to Healthy Curiosity, c Io OUR
tors to be reluctant to wholeheartedly
only one of many safer sex techniques. PAPER, PO Box 10733, Portland,
or the anus ("butt hole", "ass hole"
endorse d?rns as a proven STD and
etc.). In this way, it provides a barrier
For more information on dental Maine, 04104.
AIDS prevention tool. We do, howdams and safer sex guidelines for lesbetween the mouth and the area being
ever, hav~ seyeral studies which
stimulated.
bians, read the article "Lesbians, AIDS,
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You May Lick_The Bride
by Sydonie Fagen
The · parents of this town argued for
years over whether to fix up the old school
or tear it down and build a new one. It's not ·
unusual for peeple Jo care passionately
about one side or.another of an issue because the basic human instinct isn't to
survive - it's to disagree. ·
Many parents were in favor of saving .
the nice old school building. Others wanted
to play it safe by building a new school
which, beside being JDOre . comfortable,
would be easier to evacuate in c~e of a fire.
The children's safety became the main
issue and the parents who wanted a new · .
school prevailed. The old school was razed
and a new ugly school built.
Last night during heavy rain the roof of
the new school c.ollapsed. If the building
hadn't .been empty at the time, hundreds
might have been killed.
"They don't build them like they used
to," Kay said.
The loss_of the schoql didn't aff~ctKay ·.
and I as directly as it did othei:s in the town.
We're lesbians, thank god, and have no
children.
"The whole _country is rapidly physi-·
cally deteriorating," I said. "Old buildings
fall down. new buildings fall down, bridges
collapse, culverts collapse, roads buckle,
factories rust, piers are washed away, fuel
tanks leak, planes crash . . .I'm glad we live
in the sticks."
This is the sticlcs, all right - no doubt
about it. Here it's green all summer, white ·
all winter, and you can't get Jhe ·Sunday
paper on Saturday nigh~.
It' sfall now and getting dark ear1y. Kay
and I were sorry America was falling apart
but, since there was nothing we could do
about it, we got drunk, made love, went to
r,leep.
We heaFd that Kay's father died unexpectedly today. Not that unexpectedly, I
suppose, considering he was an overweight
chain-smoker with white hair and a bright
red face . .
I'd only met him once. He harangued
me for an hour about how boring profes-

,..

i
!:1

sional baseball was now that the players
used big gloves. I didn't understand his
problem. Judging from our conversations,
hobbies and entertainments, I assumed we
Americans craved monotony. My attitude
to boredom is that since there was an eternity of non-existence before birth and they '11
be another after death, a little· boredom
now, betwl!en eternities of it, isn't worth
complaining about. When I tried explaining this to Kay's father, he looked bored.
I'm stoic about my own death although
I feel the abrupt transition from chubby,
outspoken, adorable, living, breathing,
witty woman to stiff, dessicated, mindless,
decaying, stinking, useless, forgotten
woman is so drastic that it's bound to cause
me some anxiety ·on my deathbed.
· Kay'"s .father's deathbed was .a hammock. He was afraid of death and rarely left
his home because driving was-so dangerous. A superstitious man, he used to boil
fish heads to get at a cmcifix-:-shaped boJi.e
in the skull that his· grandmother had taught
him was a good luc.k charm. He was wearing several when he was crushed in his
backyard by an unlucky" marl whose pam:
chute hadn ' t opened.
·. I suppose it's such incidents that make
us nervous about the future, make us yearn
for a champion to ·save us, someone.like
Sher.lock Holmes, Wonder Woman, Tarzan
or Jesus. Speakin& ·Qf Jesus, new scrolls
found in the Holy Land prove Jesus wasn't
a carpenter after all - he was a plumber,
and a damned good one.
I told Kay that i'_didn 't want a funeral.
And I wanted to be cremated instead of
buried. I dido 't really care·where my ashes
were spread - on the carpet in the office of
some lawyer, doctor or insurance executive would be fine.
When Kay lit a cigarette I advised her to
quite smoking before it killed her. She said
quietly, "I guess you forgot for a moment
that you like me just the way I am." ·
It was true; I had forgotten; I felt
ashamed . .
She said, "Anyway, to smoke or not to
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sticks and do physical work fora living. she
· points out that the most beautiful girl in the
world is a bagger at a nearby grocery store
call Ed's Superette. I point outthat the poor
kid looks angry and depressed all the time.
One way in which the city is like the
country, everyone gets divorced. Luckily
Kay and-I, when the day's work is done, are
usually too tired to argue and get divorced.
Instead we get drunk and try to understand
the world. Last night the subject was heterosexual men.
"You know a lot about men," Kay said.
"What is it they want most? Is it sex? Tell
me the truth.,;
I told her. "Most of all men want to see
naked girls. Sex is secondary. Old-fashioned romance and a new car tied for third
place. This is the truth."
·
After making love we fell asleep.
Without thinking about it much I've
always considered myself to be intelligent,
reasonable, modest, witty; in short - an
entertaining compani,on: Today I suddenly
realized the truth: I'm opinionated, stubborn, arrogant, bitchy; in short- a difficult
companion. Golly! - This re-evaluation
saddened me. I tried to be useful all day, to
compensate for being so difficult to live
with.When Kay ~a4 a painful case of the
hiccups I frightened ttiem out of her by
predicting our next president would be
George Bush .
There _was some kind of ele~tion today
but we-never vote since the winning candi- .
date, republican ·or democrai, is bound to
. Continued on page 11
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y,le are pleased to announce our 3rd Annual
AIDS Benefit Ball will be held Saturday, April 8, 1989
at the Holiday Inn by the Bay. Tickets are_$75.00 per
person land. can be purchased in advance
through the mail. This .year's honorary chairmen
will be· Dr. Owen Piekos and Dr. Michael Bach.
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smoke isn't a choice between life and death.
At most it's a choice between living a while
and living a while longer."
I changed the subject by mentioning
that Jesus had been a plumber. She must
have thought I said Jesus was coming again.
"Oh?" she said. "Is he coming alone oris he
bringing some of his friends with him? The
Easter bunny, maybe? The tooth fairy?
Sge was still hurt that I'd .complained
about herr smoking. So I got her drunk,
made love to her, and we' fell asleep.
Near here, in a huge new plywood building that's supposed to look like a barn but
doesn't, there's a business that sells footstools - just footstools. Amazingly, the
owners do a good business. I suggested
they call the place "The Ottoman Empire",
but my suggestion was: not heeded.
I work there five days a ·week as an
ignominious, low-paid stock clerk. When I
lived in the big city I had a lucrative,
prestigious job with an important firm so I
speak from experience when I say that the
opportunities for happiness and fulfi1lnient
are· the same for both the laborer and the
professional - about zero. ·
I had to leave my job in the city-and the
city itself - when business suits began
looking to me like ~azi uniforms. this
perception was validated by my· boss, a
ruthless, ambitious jerk who deliberately
worried and antagonized his employees,
. then periodically tried to improve morale
· by telling us, "You learn bY. being
crushed."-Excuse me! Excuse me! Wasn't
that the motto of the Third Reich?
Kay thinks ifs no disgrace to live in the .

·
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sanctjon some bloody ·atrocity during his
term of office and we do~'i want to bear
any of the moral responsibility.
Kay feels that people, like grasshoppers, are individually interesting and benign, loveable even, but too many together,
as in· a swarm or a political party, beco11_1e
soulless .and bru~. .
I regard our government as sanctimonious, secretive; jealous of its power, inclined always to use coercion instead of
pers_uasion. l'm not very patriotic. I think
the penalty for selling-U.S. secrets to a
foreign power should by ten days iri jail.
Presidential assassins should be fined $50.
"Do you-think those penalties are too
harsh?" I asked Kay. She said, "I certainly
don't want anyone shooting political leadei:s - though, of course, it would be lovely
if they jusrshot themselves."
I apologized to Kay for being so adamant and opinionated. I admitted that even
as a little girl I had bl;en hard to get along
with. Maybe that's the reason my ,dad left
the house one d~y and never came 1back. I
told Kay, for the firsttime, the detail of ~y _
father's abandoning his family.
"Just before he left on the fatefu morning, supposedly to go to his job, he bsentmindedly handed me,a rubber b d he'd
taken off a bundle ofhis business ards and
said, ~Hold.this for- me a minute Then he
left without remembering to ask for it back
and I !}ever saw him again. I've gotten over
his running out on us. It took a long time but
I did get over it. He ' s been missing for
twenty-fiv~ years now. l guess he's never
·
coming back."
I opened my hand and showed Kay the .
rubber band I was holding. Her expression
was charged with love .and pity as she .
embraced me fervently, them ·stniggied
successfully with the sn!lps, bu~ons, hooks,_
buckles and laces that imprison·us in our - .
what's ii called? - clothingJ,As she made
love to me I wondered vaguely, she knows. ·
doesn ;t she that it .isn't the same rubber
band? This was one I'd found on the floor .
while tidying up a while ago. It had reminded me of my dad and how he had
handled the problem of living with someone difficult.
After lovemaking, Kay said, "You're
not hard to live with. You 're very sweet anp
sensitive. I bet if you'd dated my old friend
Margie Yessel you wouldn't have been one
of those clever dykes who annoyed her by
singing, Vessel! That's my baby! No sir!
I don't mean maybe!"
I wished sh~ hadn ' t said that. It took
an instant of thoughtful reflection for
both to realize I would doubtlessly have
been one of those who sang Yessel! That's
my baby! I'm so damned witty.
We drowned our disappointment,in a
stiff, shared drink and fell asleep right there
on the couch.
It was a shock when yesterday morning
- I realized I wasn ' t as wonderful as I'd
always assumed I was. It hurt. It hurt all
day. It was still hurting this morning. I
guess it always will.

I

Today I couldn't get anything done.
When I looked up "argy-bargy" in the
dictionary I found "see argle-bargle" - but
I didn 't because suddenly I was no longer
in the mood to look things up. Probably I
knew once what "argy-bargy" meant and
have forgotten. My memory is getting so
bad I'll soon be allowed to use the special
parking places for the handicapped.
I went outside to split firewood for next
winter. I've been putting this job off because of a terrible premonition that the ax
will slip and kill one - perhaps both - of
Kay's dogs. I don't like dogs. I often threaten
to sell ours to a Korean restaurant. so if I do
someday accidentally kill them, she 'II never
believe it was an accident. She might even
leave me.
My ax did slip but thank god it injured
only me. I was so reliev_ed - overjoyed
really - that I was the victim of my clumsiness and no..,one else. I hopped around in
pain on one foot (the other was gashed and
broken) laughing and singing jubilantly to
Kay, "I hurt myself! I hurt myself!"
I returned from medical treatment in
deep financial dept to the hospital. We
have no insurance. I won't be able to work
for w_eeks.
.
.
Kay, a writer, has been working at home ·
on a vegetarian cookbook she ~alls "No
Main Course", but the worlcisn't easy for
her. What is easy for her is flowers· and
dogs but since ~menc.ans doh '. teat flowers
and dogs, except sec~tly, r,he can't work
these subjects into the cookbook format. I
have greater hopes for ~otherofher worksin-progress: "The Big Bang Theory of
Lovemaking" - but it's still in the outline
stage.
We 're immune to prosperity, Kay and I.
Forthe first time in my life-I almost wish-I
was·a man, and a great violinist, so that in
times of economic emergency like this· I
could giv·e up the violin and make some
fast dough boxing. ·
. We ' reprobably"betteroffbeingpoorin
the long run. Wealth and fame are dangerous; they enable human beings to realize
their full potential. .
My foots hurts lot. No one should
have to suffer like this except, of course,
the people who write music for movies.
Kay is bitter that everything is so expensive. While we were getting drunk and
making love she named the things she
thought should by free. I remember a few
of them: medical care, child -care, birth
control, education, electricity, heating fuel,
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-young age to believe that a heterosexual
act is a superior form ·of behavior'. But
heterosexuality is nothing more than socialization through which gender roles
and distinctions are maintained, and
through which women are oppressed.
Although it is extolled and romanticized
in the 'media as a heavenly. construct
through which one_may find redemption,
in trutli, heterosexuality is a lie. It is the
product of collective imagination, a pur-poseful longing created to blind us to the
trutl- of our lives and experiences.
Please, let us not deceive .ourselves
that betero sex practitioners fall in love in
!he way tha:t gay people-fall in love. They
possess and are possessed. In a society
rul~s by consumerism; heterosexuality
reduces us all to a grocery list of superficial attributes, commodities to be acquired
on the basis of how suitably we 're packaged.
. .As lesbians and gays we have all,in
some way been assaulted by hetero sex
practitioners. We have learned to remain
silent ~d suffer their indignities upon us.
We've felt love we were not permitted to
express because non-gays are frightened
' bysomethingtheycanriotexperience. We
.have l)een made to apologize for our very
existence.
Why_, therefore, should we choose .to
live as they do, trudging through their
comfortably expedient lives while assa1,1lting the world-with their conspicuous pres-_
ence?
Through providence ·we have been
given a gift which is as rare as it is beautiful. Perhaps one day we will realize the
lie of heterosexuality and see that our love
.is a truth all to itself and something for
which we have no ·need to apologize.

I LOVE
fLOWEQ8
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transportation, concerts. I fell asleep wondering, who's going to pay for all this? Bob
Hope? .
Nothing else I can do, really, with this
bad foot except tnope around the house
awaiting sudden mystical union _with the
Absolute. Around noon 1 had this great
revelation: God made the world out of rice.
the first handful he scattered became stars,
the last teeth.But before thi's tremendous
thought had a chance to sink in and rejuvenate my life, perhaps my very soul, I was
distracted by another thought: why don't
they give the glue on stamps a dog-food
flavor so we can get the family mutts to lick
thein for us?
I'd like to organize some kind of profitable business enterprise I could operate
from home during my convalescence but
me ideas, though brilliant, are too visionary to be turned into reality, for instance,
I'd like to start- a chain
various busi- _.
nesses staffed by clerks who are trained to
tell customers, when they come in io get
their laundry washed 'o r their watch fixed
or their eyes checked, "Leave us alone. Do
it yourself, you lazy thing. Go away."
I'd like to start . a special school for
aggressive executives who are going abroad
to do business. The school would osterisi 0 ·
bly teach them how to tx;have correctly in·
foreign. lands but would actually coach
them to unwittingly .perform actions that
are fatal gaffes in the host nations. The oil
executive bound for Arabia would be ad-·
vised that at important meetings he can
ingratiate himself by offering his Arab
coll~gues the sole of his bare foot to
admire.
I'm finding it difficulHo remain cheerful during lhis period ofJorced-inactivity.
And I want everyone else to be depressed
and angry, too.
It's so hard for me to-get up and down
the stairs that _Kay and I sleep in the living
room. While she was putting sheets and
pillows oil the couch, I had another terrific
insight into reality: There is no idea so
perverted that there isn't a, bit of truth in it
and no idea so sublime that it isn't a bit
absurd --:- that's ·how come there's a staiemate between good and evil.
Kay helped me to the com;:h, handed me
a drink and settled gently onto my lap..She
said, "Relax. With a little petting we're
getting some fun out ?f.life."

..A 10 MINUTE WALK FROM THE CENTRAL SQUARE
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GLORIA S. KHEL LMAN
M A I NE H OME SEA R CH , I NC.

10-6 Tues-Wed · Fri -Sat/ 10-9 Thurs/ 12-6 Sun
BOOKS · JOURNALS-RECORDS& TAPE S
FEMINIST& MULTI-CULTURAL PRESSES
CARDS · POSTERS
NOfl· SEXIST C:HILDREN'S BOOKS

Tel. 774-4679

GLAD·DAYH
BOOKSHOP.

LESBIAN & GAY LITERATURE
673BOYlSIONSfREET,BOSfON,MA. 021i6(617)267-3010

BUYING?SELLING?DREAMING?
Person to Person Real Estate Visits to Your
.Home Anywhe,-e in Maine to Discuss
Your Real Estate Needs.

Across From The Boston Publ ic Library
2nd £loor, Hours: Mon-Sat: 9:30AM-IIPM

Sun: 12-9PM
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Visual AID Auction February 10 ~nd 11

Women's Music
Songs for Everyone

The third Visual AID Auction will be
held the weekend of February 10 and II.
Friday night will be an auction of products
and services. Saturday night's auction will
feature only artwork.
This year' s event will be held at the Old
Port Regency Hotel at 20 Milk St. in Portland. On Friday, there will be an opening
preview of Saturday's art offerings from 6
pm ·to & pm .. The product and services
auction will begin at 8 p.m. Among items
donated for sale are catered dinners, massages, graphic design services, haircutting,
antique furniture, restaurant gift certifi. cates, and a round trip ticket to San Francisco.
On Saturday night, February II, there
will be a special preview party for invited

Co~ured up l'ike a home-made recipe in the kitchens qf several Providence area women
. friends , the Rhode Island Feminist Chorus has made a delightful; two-year run of music
with a little of this and a little of that The group of some fifteen women have styled their
own brand of women's music that has found favor from the gay and lesbian community
· as a whole. Frequently performing popular folk and classics,· they appeal to the better side
of their audiences with songs about oppression and discrimination, performed with humor
and great charm. The Chorus is large enough to provide the unique sounds of an all-women
choral group, but small enough,' and personable in their performances, to prov_ide the sort
of cordial warmth of a single performer.'
·
·
They have appeared at Gay and Lesbian Pride events around New England; for the City
of Providence; the Rhode Isl<!nd Aids Project; and even as an opening act for a rock concert
at the Worcester Centrum, a civic-center-like auditorium in Worcester, Massachusetts
known for its big name performers. The group is a memberofGALA, a national association
of Gay and Lesbian Choruses, and appears at their national performances. The Portland
performance of the Rhode Island Feminist Chorus is scheduled for Saturday, February II,
· starting at 8 p.m. in the Parish Hall of the First Parish Unitarian~u niversalist Church, 425A.
Congress Stre_et. The performance will be to benefit a scheduled June Gay and Lesbian
Pride celebratiQn in Portland. It is also planned as a catalyst for participants in Maine ~sown
newly formed gay and lesbian Chorus. For information on either Chorus or for reservations, you may call the southwestern Maine Gay and Lesbian Bulletin Board at 883-6934 . .
Tickets are $9.
·

guests from 5 to 6 pm, followed by a public
preview from 6 to 7 p.m. The auction will
begi~ at 7 pm. Over 150 pieces by more than
100 artists have been donated this year.
Some of the artists, sculptors, photographers, and artisans participating are: Carlo
Pittore, Ron King, Vivian Wadas, David,
Cedrone;, John LeGassey, Ranclall Harris,
Marilyn Blinkhorn, Glenn Cyr, Alison
Hildreth, Michael Waterman, and Marjorie Moore. According to committee chair
Jeruvue Ross, the quality of the work offered surpasses even last year'' s event.
Auctioneer for both evenings will be
Mr. Bruce Buxton, who conducted last
year' s auction. There will be a $5.00 admission fee both evenings. All proceeds
will benefit The AIDS Project.

Jeannie Ross and Bert LeClair of the .Visual Aid organizing committee display some
of the donated artwork to be auctioned February II: Marilyn Blinkhorn 's "Iced Tea #2" (on
wall); Nancy Nevergole ' s "My Amour" (on pedestal); Carlo Pittore 's "Female Torso"; and
Marjorie Moore ' s "Dad ' s Seat" and "Study for Cabin Machine #1."

Rockin' Wild
One of the best shows to arrive on
southern Maine' s radio scene is "Rockin '
Wild" with Betsy and Blaze on USM 's
radio state, WMPG (90.9 FM).
·
This is a show featuring music by
women, and Blaze and Betsy aren ' t afraid
of playing it ALL. From blues, jazz, and
rock to lesbian-identified music, folk,'
country, new wave, and pop with special
interest in new and local women artists-the
sky's the limit.

p I

Kay Gardner and Catherine Reid have
recently begun hosting a show on WERUFM, a community radio station located in
Blue Hill Falls (89.8 on the dial). The
broadcast area is from Waldoboro to
Machias and as far inland as Augusta and
Orono. Titled "Women' s Windows," the
one-hour weekly sho.w features women' s
music and culture every Monday night
from. 7-8 p.m.
February ' s schedule includes:
Feb. 6 - "Duos" - music by the WashingtonSisters,theRoches,NearandGilbert,
and others.

Please tune in from 8:00 to 9:30 pm
every Sunday night to catch this great show.
Requests and suggestions are always welcome. (Call 780-5415.)
Let's support alternative radio in the
area and show these women our appreciation of their creativity and hard work. They
are ready to rock w.ild and to excite us with
a variety of music-new and old, but most of
all, only music by women. ·
·

Feb. 13 - "Here are some Love Songs,
Susan B!" - Celebrating Susan 13.f\n thony's birthday witn her own words, also
loving words in woman-to-woman _~ongs.
Feb. 20 - "Punk and New Wave
Women" - Michelle Shocked, Patti Smith,
Sue Fink and others.
Feb. 27 -"Woman as Genius in Words
and Music" - Gertrude Stein, Toni Morrison, Nina Simone, Sappho, and others.

7·75-6598

· iaw for people
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548-6689
548-2929

PORTLAND, MAINE
772-1374 ·
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VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.

.

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

Back Cove Counseling Center
527 Ocean Avenue
Portland. Maine-04103
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THE WASHINGTON SIS.TERS
The Portland Rape Crisis Center
needs volunteers to work on its hotline. A
free training is provided for interested
women and men. The next training will
begin Tuesday, February 7 and will be held
every Tuesday and Thursday eyening from
7-9:30 pm for six weeks. For more information call 774-3613 or write Rape Crisis
Center, P.O. Box 1371, Portland, ME 04104.
f\.teetings
A free self-help support group for adult
women survivors of incest is now meeting
in Portland. There are many advantages to
joining a support group for incest survivors
and here's just a few: To help make our·
experiences a reality by keeping them
upfront and not buried; to allow for learning what we didn't learn as children to
trust, to be assertive, and to build selfesteem; to be able. to have a safe place to
mee~ where we can figfit isolation· and
aloneness. This confidential, ongoing support group meets on a regular·weekly basis.
For more information, please call 6573907.

The Maine Lesbian and Gaymen's
Symposium XVI is scheduled for Memorial Day weekend, May 26-29, 1989 on the
Presque Isle Campus of the University of
Maine. The Organizing Committee will be - .
· mailing Pre-registration Forms in early ·
March. If -you want to make sure you receive a form, send your name and address
to SYMPOSIUM XVI, POB 990, Caribou,
Maine 04736. Northern Lambda Nord,
hosts of.this year's statewide conference,
has arranged for on-campus housing and
full meal service for the weekend. In order
to guarantee a meal ticket and room reser:vation, your pre-registration must be sent
to the Organizing Committee by April 24th.
This year, the tenth annual conference
of. the Gay and Lesbian Parents Coalition
International 'rilf be -held on Memorial
Day weekend in Boston. For further information, please call Gayle Richards at(603)
332-0353 or Greg Root at (603.) 478-5437
or write to New Hampshire Gay Parents,
P.O. Box 5981, Manchester, 'NH 03108.

PINE CONE PROl)UCTIO_NS presents an evening of
be-bop, ca_pella funk, gospel, and island.rock!·
Don't miss it!
lcebergg Recording Artists

THE
WASHINGTON ·s1ST-ERS

by Marjorie Love
I've never (yet) heard the Washington
Sisters in concert. My only experience of
them is via a tape of their Understated
album, p~oduced by Theresa.. Trull and
thoughtfully provided to Our Paper. by
Pine Cone Productions, which is.sponsor-:
ing their appearance: My only tape player
is a true piece of junk in my eminently tiny
pickuR truck, so it i§__with genuine admiration that I report that these wom~rs' mu~c
moved me.
.The Washington Sisters (Sandra and
Sharon, actual twins from Columbus-, Ohio)

+

m
•

+

in concert
with Melanie Monsur

8:00 P.M.
SAT., FEB. 25
FIRST PARISH UNITARIAN CHURCH 425 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND
GENERAL ADMISSION
$10ADVANCE $12DAYOFSHOW
TICKETS AVAILABLE.
AT AMADEUS, ENTRE NOUS, &
WHOLE GROCER IN PORTLAND;
MACBEANS Ml;ISIC IN BRUNSWICK

+
+

+ ALSO+
Special Guest
\

LAURA BERKSON

.
LIVING PRESENCE LUTHERAN CHURCH

.Rev. Carolee.A Uits
•

.

£

H11s be9!ln

~

159 Stale Street Portland ME 04101 (~71774·2886 .
Home 12071772-6113
~

>

+
+

deliver an energetic blend of gospel, jazz,
and reggae music. Their selections could
not be better, from "Sweet Inspiration" to
"Lis'ten More Often to Things Than to
Beings" (A Sweet Honey in the Rock favorite) to "Say NO!" (to apartheid). Their
voices, and their harmonies, cou\d not be
· richer.
The Washiµgton Sisters will be performing at the First Parish Unitarian Church
· at8p.m.o~Saturday,February25.Brought ·
to you by Pine Cone Productions, this is an
event not to be missed.
'
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ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environ~ental Consciousness
49 Exchange St, Portland, ME 04112

(207) 775-128,1

Dayspring
_AIDSupp'o rt for Central Maine,

WHOLISTIC CARE

T~L-t's QL1e-::-Me
VIETNAMESE RESTAURANT

Wholis.lic Chi'opraclic Healing Canter
Rockport Center
114 Comma,cilll St., Rt. 1
P.O. Box 908 Rocltport, ME 04856
236-9092

~
0

Tru Phan

~~
929.Congress Street
Portland, ME 04102

-20 MIDDLE STRE.EJ

• AU~USTA. M_E 0.1330

CALL 626-3435
. AND ASK FOR ·
Timothy Sutter -LSW

no .charge .for services.
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To Gord~>n at the Sportsman,
Keep your head high-Don't ever let
them put you down--{I know they won't.)
I'll lov~ you always. Larry

REY
Love
Love is
Love is all ·
Love is all you need.
Happy Valentine' s Day!
. CDB
J.A. Whitney .D.
Thanks for dinner.:..McDonald' s· is so
romantic!
Much love,
The Faboo Cow in Heat (accept no
imitation!)

DG, AM and RS,
(Yes, all 3 of you!) Happy Valentine' s.
Day and stuff!
PK

YNWYA,
Isn't it obvious? Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, YNW _ .
.

,
Daphne,
Congratulations!! Can I be your Maid of ,
Dishonor? Thanks for always being a
friend.
Janet.

Jon.:san,
Des Moines ni uchi no denwa-bango wa
nan-ban desu ka?
Bobu-san
ReeseI never knew how fast I could fall in love
until I met you. If only things could be
-different.
-GLT
JamesM.
So·go, if you're able
· To someplace unstable
And stay there
Whip up your hate
In some tottering state
· But not here, dear
Is that clear, dear?
Evita
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Young GWM, 44, 6'2", 175, goodlooking, sixties-sort-of-guy. Artist,.manly,
non-scene, non-mainstream, long-haired,
articulate, educated, intense, playful,
monogamous (2 quality relationships for a
total of 17 years). Avid, lusty, romantic.
Seeks strong, virile, g/a man (25-50 years)
·who retains a wild unquenchable hope for
an empowering marriage of love, bestfriendship, rich sexual intimacy, independence, interdependence, work, and a life of
the mind. Write at length to: advertiser #62,
c/o Our Paper, P;O. Box 10744, Portland,
ME04104.
You: tall,dark, handsome hawknosed,
holding sweater, billowing black pants, left after Sun Ra set escaping my staring
blue eyes. Name is John. Dinner? Write
advertiser 11.72_. c[Q_Qur_Paper, P.O....Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104:
GWM, 30 5'8", 145#, masculine, at- ·
tractive, creative, honest, and sensitive,
seeks GM for long term monogamouS:relationship. Presently NJ resident, future plans
to relocate to Waldo County/Belfast area.
Sincere replies only to advertiser #73, c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104. _
GWL (Gay White Lobsterman), 33,
tired of lonely life with bait bucket seeks
warm cuddly male companion to share
long winter nights, Must not object to filthy ·
clothes, odors, and habits. Call George. ·
833-5243.
Hairy men! National adlist .for '=!ears
and sinooth or hairy trappers. If.you'love :
fur, this is the list! Information? Send $3.00'
to Man-Hair, 59 West 10th St., NYC, NY
,
10011.

GWM Couple would like ta-meet gay
friends in midcoast Maine for suppers,
music, ~l. ski, etc. Al,so have:large farm
house to share. near landing and ocean .
Low rent. Write to advertiser'#71, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104.
Seacoast N.HJSouthern Maine. Recently relocated GWM professional, 37,
5'10", 180, is anxious to meet younger (to
29) G/BiM's for friendly, frequent physi-·
cal and emotional relation~hip. I'm chemical/smoke-free ...You be, too. Letter/phone/
photo(?) to: P.O. Box 1460, Portsmouth,
NH 03801.
Attractive GWF, age 40, non-smoker,
chemical free seeks same in GF companion
aged 30-45. I enjoy nature, intelligent
conversation and good food, have many
interests. Lewiston/Auburn, Brunswick or
Augusta areas. Please-include phone number. Write advertiser#69, c/o Our Paper,
P,O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

A Lesbian Spirit_.ality Retreat. Join
Diane Mariechild, meditation teacher and
author of Mother Wit, Crystal Visions and
The Inner Dance with her partner, S_huli
Goodman, in a weekend retreat for Lesbians. We will address your questions such
-as: Is Lesbianism a spiritual path? What is ..
our journey of awakening? Meditation,
counsel, silence, ritual, and a great time
with Lesbians. Essex Retreat Center, Essex,
Massachusetts. March 3-5. Room, board,
and luxury spa. $225.00. For more information, call 413-259-1657 or write Full
Circle Workshops, RFD 3, Amherst, MA
01002.
Step Back In Time! Plums B&B for
women only. Antiques, cl'tarm, private
baths, full breakfast, parking. For brochure:
160 Bradford St., Provincetown, MA 02657
508-487-2283. Apartments also available'.
New Dawn Adventures, Inc. Think
sunshine year round! Come to our Caribbean retreat, or send for a flyer of offered
workshops and eutdoor trips for women.
P.O. Box 1512, Vieques, Puerto Rico, 00765,
'
Tel.: 508-283-8717.
Bangor GWM, 42, 5'11", 140, h~althy,
intelligent, honest, sincere and discreet.
Looking for a mature 25-45 year old, levelheaded individual for friendship and/or
relationship. I enjoy music., theater, gardening, physical fitness, good conversation, quiet evenings at home. No smokers,
drugs, or fems. Please write to: advertiser
#70, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744,
. Pt>rtland, ME 04104.
· Two Women looking for a third io
share an attractive modern duplex in the
Deerin_g area•.Soine fe~tures _are wall-to~ .wall qupeting, l-i/2 baths, and ojl heat.
Rent is $210.00 plus :1,itilities. If you're
interested, please call 761-4061 anytime
between IO am and IO pm (Keep trying, we.
can be hard to reach). No smokers or cat- .
haters, please.
Apartment for -rent - Osteopathic area
of Portland. Heated, 2 bedroom with appliances, washer/dryer hookup. Quiet area,
parking, deposit, lease. $600-635. 7729646.
Gay women at Togus VA now forming
informal network for lunch, etc. Send work
or home phone # 'to: Advertiser #69, c/o
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104.

Valentine's Day
~fv-\:.\:. Dance

c.'r"€

.

Sponsored .by OUTRIGHT
Portland Alliance of Lesbian & Gay Youth
. The rateforclassifiedsis $4 for
30 words, 10¢ for each additional
word. For personals add $2 for
handling. All ads must be prepaid.
Mail ads to Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually
explicit language in your personals. Responses to personals ·
will not be opened by Our Pape;
and will be forwarded to you
twice monthly.

Saturday, Feb. 11th
8 pm-1 am
The People's Building
155 Brackett St.

All Ages Are
Welcome

.

S3.00 Donation, more if you can!

~
/ ·~
.v .

Saturday,February4
MLGPA annual meeting and awards
dinner, Augusta Civic CenterThursday, February 9
7:00p.m.
Lecture/discussion: health educator
Suzanne Landolphi, of BQston, on Hot,
Sexy and Safer, a candid,.dramatic and
humorous discussion .of the issues
surrounding AIDS. Free. Chase Hall
lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. For
more information call 786-6330.
Friday, February 10
Visual Aid product and services auction, to benefit the AlDS Project, Old Port
Regency Hotel, 20 Milk St., Portland,
preview 6-8, aucticin--8:0(), admission $5.
Saturday, February II Visual Aid art auction to benefii the
AIDS Project, Old Port ~egency Hotef, 20
Milk St., Portland, preview 6-7, auction
·
7:00, admission $5.
S~turday, Feb. n · Sunday, Feb. 12
Weekend backpack trip to Mt.
Whiteface, N.H. sponsored by Chiltern
Mountain Club. Winter hiking ex~rience
require~. Call Johirnr Bob at 617-484-7192.
Saturday, February ti
· Northern Lambda Nord's 9th anniversary party in New Sweden, 8 pm, BYOB,
call Gay-Lesbian Phoneline for directions,
498-2088 (Wednesday 7-9 pm).
Sunday, February 12 ·
Symposium XVI Planning Meeting,
details from 498-2088 (Weds. 7-9 pm).
Sunday, February 12 .
WOMLAND (womn owning maine
land) Trust monthly meeting at I pm in
South China. Open.to all womn. For directions/information sen.d SA.SEto:P.O. Box_
55, Troy, ME 04987 or call 445-2863 or
924-5172.
Friday Feb.17 - Monday, Feb. :Lu
. Beginner to intermediate , snowshoe
hikes in the White Mountains. Stay ·in a
hotel in Twin Mountain, N.H. Sponso_red
by Chiltern Mountain Club. ~all Roy at
617-661-1436 before 9:30.
Saturday, February 18 ·
Full moon gathering in Sedgwick. _Potluck at 6 p.m. followed by energy heating ,
circle. Womn only and chemical free. For
directions send SASE to chris .of coventree, Troy, ME 04987.
Sunday,Februaryl9
Northern Lambda Nord Toboggan Party
near Caribou-info from Phoneline, 4982088 (Wed. 7-9 pm).

-

Saturday, February 25
The Washington Sisters in concert with
Melanie Monsur. 8 p.m. , First Parish
Church, Portland. Tickets are $10 in advance, $12 day of show, and are availab_le at The Whole Grocer, Entre Nous, and
Amaaeus in Portland; MacBeans Music
in Brunswick. Presented by Pine Cone
Productions.

The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th Door
• Pifrtland, _Maine 04IOI

Feminillt Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
PO.Box 3771

Portland, ME 04104
773,221M

' i Ams J.,ine ';
;
, .:775f2187 and.l-lOO,Ml-AIDS
~ i R)aily 9 a.m.-6 p.m. ~
{.... 'Mon.
. I:
. Wed~
.... 6-9 p.in., Sat. 10 Lm.-1 p.m.

Fredericton Lesbians and Ga711 (FLAG)
Box 15116 Station A
Fredericton, New Brunnrick, Canada
E3Bll2G
506/<&57-21116

0

~

AIDS Action -of Centnl Maine
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiaton, ME 04MO
¥J)S Hotline 782~13

GU( (Gaya and Leebiana ofMoacton)

CP7102

'1.Baqor Ar. 0.,,/LeebianJStraight Co.Jition

Riveniew, N.B., Canada
ElBIVO
~1013

(BAGI.SC)
do 87 SulUlet Strip
Brewer, ME 04412

. . .Bate. Gay~bianJStraight Alliance
Box569

.. Bate. College
l Lewiaton;ME 04240
Bowdoin Gay/LeebiaDl'Straight Alliance
·Bowdoin College
Bruninril:k, ME 04011
Chiltern Mountain Club
POBox<&07
Boat.on, MA O'lll 7
7Hl-883-69:U
Colby College ~maual, Lesbian and Gay
Community
do Student Ac:tiviteti Office
Student Center, Colby College
Waterville;ME 04901 . ·~

DEAN (Down E.- AIDS Network)
POBox779
Blue Hill, ME 0461"
DELGO
Unitarian Chumi
126 Union St..
Bangor, ME 04.01
H2-6li03
Dignity/Maine
POBox8113
Portland, ME 04104

~y/Leebian Alcoholice Aaoaymou,

do Fint Pariah Unitarian Chumi
<&25 Coagre19 St.
Portland, ME 04101
Gay/Leebian Alliance
. 92 Beford St.
Portland, ME 04102
780...085
Gay/Lesbian Contra Dancen
69 Mountain View Ave.
Ba!l8'(1r, ME 04<&01
9"7-2329
Gay/Leebian Parenti Support Group
780-4086 or 77~_.7<&1
PJ>rtlan~ .
GMSA (Gay Men'• Social Alaociation)
PO Box'29"
Conway, NH 03818-0294
(603) 367.:s3<M '(/Jan or Paul)

.
OUTRIGHT
Portland Alliaaoa of Gay I: Leabian Youth
PO Box 50'l8 Station A
. Po~d, ME ~l~l '

Letibian/Gay Committee
Maine Chapter
Nati ANoc. of Social Women
PO Box 51112 Station A
· Portland, ME 04101

.

'

Parenti and Friencla of.Leabian1 and
Midcopt Ch•pter~Brunawick ~~ ·
725-<&769, 623-2349, ?29-0619-.

Maine Bilaual People', Network
PO Boxl792
Portland, ME 04104
780-"086 ( - - , - )

0.ya .

.,

'
·.l

Portland Pride
POBox681
Scarborough, ME 0407<&

Maine Connection
PO Box5245
Station A
Portland, ME 0'102

PW A Coalition
c/o The AIDS Project
22 Monument Square, 5th noor
Portland, ME 0410!

Maine Health Foundation Inc.
PO Box 7329 M'S
Pottland, ME 04112

Seacout Gay Men ·
POBoxl394
Portamouth, NH 03801

Maine LeebianlGay Political Alliance
PO Box232
Hallo-II, ME 043" 7

Tnmsupport (TSfl'V 1111pport group)
POBoxl7622
Portland, ME 0.101

Menymeeting AIDS Support Services
POBox57
BrunllWick, ME 04011-0067
833-6016 or 7 ~ 1

USM Women', Forum
Univenity of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
_Portland; ME 04103

New Brumwick Coalition for Human
Right. Reform
P.B. Box 15116
Station A
Frederic:ton, NB E3B5G2
New Hampllhire Citizene Alliance for
Gay and Lesbian Righta
·
PO Box756
Contoocook, NH 03329 ,..
(603) 228-9009 ·

.

Northern Lambda Nord

Greater Portland N.o:w .
P .O. Box .012 Station A
Portland, ME 04101

POBox990
Caribou,ME 04736
Gay/Leebian Phoaeline, <&98-2088

Vermonten for J,eebian and Gay Righta
(VLGR)

Box281 .
Hineaburg, vr 05"61
· Waldo County AIDS Education Coa:mrittee
PO Box 772
Belfaat, ME 04915
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
Uaivenity of Maine-Orono
Or!,no,ME 04"69 .
WOMLAND (Womn Owning Maine la.lid)

· Harbor Masten lac.
. PO Box <&O.<&
. Portland, ME 0.101

Trust

OurPaper
PO Boxi07<&<&
Portland, ME 04104

PO Box 55
Troy, ME 04987

SUNDAYS
Ban~or Area Gay/Lesbian/ Feminist Spiritual Conimimfty- Parents and Friends of Lesbians ·
Straight Coalition (BAGLSC) every Monday at 7 p.m. Friends and Gays-fourth Tu~day of the
meets the first Sunday and third Meeting House, "Forest Ave., Portmonth, 7:30 p.m,, First P!lrish Pil. grim House, 9 Cleaveland St., Brun· Thursday of every month at 87 Sun- land,.773-229.4 (come early).
set Strip in.Brewer at 7· p.m.
swick. Cail 725-4769 for information.
'
Adult Children of Alcoholics·
'
'
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight (ACOA)--open discussion with focus
Greater Portland NOW-fourth
Alliance--for discussion, support and on gay/lesbian issues, 7:30-9 p.m., Tuesday of the month, YWCA, 87
plannmg--every Sunday, 8:30 p.m.' YWCA, 87 Spring St., Portland.
Spring St., Portland, 7:30 p.m.
in Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall,
G,y/Lesbian Al-Anon-every TuesBates College, Lewiston.
~acoastGay Men-every Monday,
day, 7:30-7:30 p.m., ~illiston West
7-9 p.m. (except first Monday and
Dignity/Maine, every Sunday, doors holidays). Unitarian-Universalist Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.
·open at 5:30 p.m., worship at 6 p.m. Ch1JICh, 292 State St., Portsmouth,
First Parish, Church, 425 Congress NH- (side d~r near basement). Call Our Paper staff meeting-every
Tuesday, 7 p.m., 9 Deering St., PortSt., Portland (please use rear en- Daryl (603) 335-4294.
land. 773-2294.Newmembersalways
trance).
BelfastAreaAIDS SupportGroup- welcome.
Northern Lambda Nord-last For PWA's, friends, family, and care
Sunday of the month-business givers. Call 338-3736. (Family Plan·WEDNESDAYS
meeting, 1 p.m. followed by potluck. ning, Monday-Thursday) •
'

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance (MLGPA)--every third Sunday
of the · moQth. Meetings rotated
throughout state. See Calendar listing for location and time.

TUESDAYS

Colby College Bisexual, Lesbian and Gay
Community, 7:30 P.M., Mary Low Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.

Gays in Sobriety, AA, 6-7 p.m.,
Gays and Lesbians United potluck supbeginning meeting, First Parish UU
permeets the last Wednesday ofeach month
Church, 425 Congress ·st., Portland
7:30-9 p.m. Speaker/discussion meet- . at the Sanford Unitarian Church on the
:comet of Lebanon Street (Route. 202) and
Gays in Sobriety, AA. .6:30-8 p.m. ing.
Main Street (Route 109) in Sanford, Maine.
speakers meeting, Williston West
All Welcome. Call 439-5540 or 490-1295
Chur.ch, 32 Thomas St., Portland.
Families of Gays Support Groupfor details.
~cond Tuesday of each month, 7:30
College Gay Men's and Lesbian
Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anony- p.m. For more information call IngraWomyn'sRapGroup. 7:00-9:00pm at92
mous-every Sunday. Discussion ham Volunteers, 774-HELP.
meeting at4 p.m., Unitarian Church, Bowdoin College Gay-Lesbian- · Bedford St., Portland (USM Campus).
Bisexuals welcome. Call 780-4085 for more
Main Street, Bangor.
~traight Alliance, 7:30 p.m., Chase
MONDAYS

Barn Chamber, Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.

, College Lesbian Womyn'.s Rap
Greater Bangor NOW, fourth Group, 6:30 to . 8 pm. 92 Bedford
Monday of every month, 7-9 p.m. Call · St., Portland (USM campus). Bisexuals welt:ome. Call 780-4085 for
989-3306 for info.
more information.

information.

THURSDAYS
Gays in Sobriety, AA, 8-9 p.m. big
book/step meeting, Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas St., Portland.

Adult <:;bildren of :Alcoholic.
(ACOA)-step meeting with focus on
gay/lesbian issues. 5:30-7 p.m. YWCA,
87 Spring St., Portland.
Lesbian/Gay AlcoholiCJ Anony~
moUB--:-every Thursday, discussion
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Unitarian
Church, Main St., Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club-Thursday evening·6-9 p.m., Sutton Lounge, Memo- ·
rial Union, UMO.

FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group .of AA-meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall,
UMA, Room 114.
·
AlcoholicsAnonymoua meets every
Friday, 8-9:30 p.m.-Gays Together
in Sobriety (open discussion), Christ
Episcopal Church, 801..afayette Rd.,
Portsmouth, NH .
OlITRIGHT-Portland Alliance
ofLesb~n and Gay Youth (22 years
old and younger), .1:30 p.m., Preble
Street Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave.,
Portland.
SATURDAYS
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/
Straight Coalition (BAGLSC)
dances meet first and thitd Saturdays of each month from 8:q<>-1 :00 at
the old Bangor Community College
Student Union.
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Marco PoloPRESENTS
World Adventures.

MISS GAY MAINE

Winter-Wonder-Weekends 1989

Sunday, Feb. 5th
at Papa Joe's

Join 1V personalities John Miller and Kathy White inMontreal ............... -. . . $299.00 PP DBL OCCP
Washington's Birthday Weekend-Feb. 17, 18, 19, -20

Quebec City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $325.00 PP DBL OCCP
March 3, 4, 5, 6

Special Performance
by reigning Miss Gay Maine -"Mame"
Doors open at 7:00 pm .
Pageant starts at 8:30 pm Sharp!

Both packages incl: R/ T transportation on-new deluxe bathroomequipped motorcoaches, 3 nights first-class hotel , 3 breakfasts,
welcome reception. Fully escorted. Bookings close 10 days prior
to departure.

April Ge~-A-Ways
Washington, D.C. . . . . . . . . . $399.00 .PP DBL OCCP
April 16, 17, 18, 20. · Package incl: R/ T air-conditioned, bathroom-equipped deluxe . coaches. 4 nights first class hotel, 4
breakfasts, welcome reception, fully' escorted. Bookings close 10
days prior to departure.

Marco Polo "Downunder 1989"
Australia & New Zealand 18 days · ·
April and October departures. Fully esco·rted, package inc!:

An

Come watch
us crown our
1989
Queen!

evening
not tobe
missed

Rl T on Qantas 747 Jetservice from Los Angeles. First class/ deluxe
hotels throughout, all breakfasts, city tours, 4 dinners,.4 lunches.
Many tours included· and optional. Itinerary incl : Sydney, Great ·
Barrier Reef, Alice Springs, Cairns, Auckland, ·Mt.. Cook, Queenstown, Arrowtown, Rotorua & Christchurch. Space is going
quickly. Bookings close 45 days prior to departure. Special
discount airfares from R/T from the east-coast to Los Angeles.

,~tAY:'· Marco Polo World Adventures
_ 207-443-5898

Cheeta will MC the event

$ 3.00

Tickets

.:

Box 337, Woolwich, Maine USA 04579
"The Wizards of World Travel"

At the door

............................................................, ...........................................................................................
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,SUBSCRIBE! . J

~

Twelve issues for twelve dollars.

~

You can receive Our Paper every month by mail. Our distributjon
elves will whisk your copy off to you in a plain envelope..
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Subscribe .. : and help keep Our Paper strong.

Name
Address

-'

Town
.

State/Zip
Send $12 for 12 issues
$20 for 24 issues

_

$25 for 36 issues

~

!~
i

· THE RHODE ISLAND
FEMl~IST CHORUS

I

SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 11

'If

II
I~
I

i

at 8 p.m.
. at the Parish House
First Parish Unitarian-Universalist
.

425A Congress St., Portland

•

tickets:

$9

seats are limited

-

!i

To Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744

,.

I

Portland, Maine 04104

i··~ .

I

I

~

l

.

OUHPAPEH

~

.

i

..........................................................................................................................................................~

for information .or reservation~:

883·6934

PERFORMANCE TO BENEFIT JUNE 7 PORTLAND AREA LESBIAN AND GAY PRIDE EVENT.S

